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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Introduction 
 
This report presents the findings from a formative evaluation of the BC Conservation Corps 
(BCCC) conducted in March 2006. The evaluation’s focus is on how well the BCCC is operating 
and its results to date. It is recognized that the BCCC has only been in place since March 2005 
and was implemented under significant time and administrative constraints. The data and 
information compiled for this evaluation, as well as its recommendations, reflect a program that 
continues to evolve and adapt to these constraints. 
 
BC Conservation Corps Profile 
 
The BC Conservation Corps (BCCC) program provides short-term, environmental sector work 
opportunities for students and recent graduates.  
 
The Ministry of Environment’s (MOE) Environmental Stewardship Division is responsible for 
managing the BCCC program. The BC Conservation Foundation (BCCF) administers its 
delivery. The BC Wildlife Federation (BCWF) and The Nature Trust (TNT) of BC also perform 
partnership roles in connection with the program. 
 
The BC Conservation Corps is intended to: 
 

• Contribute to the Ministry achieving its priorities and environmental outcomes; 
 
• Improve the Ministry’s ability to address its succession needs; 

 
• Increase the capacity of external organizations to conduct environmental work; and, 

 
• Increase public awareness of the Ministry, environmental issues, government policies 

and their own responsibilities toward environmental stewardship. 
 
In 2005/06, 35 projects proceeded, employing 145 BCCC participants as of February 28, 2006. 
(There were 158 project/participant matches as 13 participants worked on more than one 
project.) Projects in three categories were funded: Resource Assessment and Monitoring 
(RAM), Back-Country Recreation and Tourism (BCRT), and, Compliance and Education (CE). 
 
Evaluation Methodology 
 
The evaluation addressed the following key questions:  

 
• Is the BCCC working as intended? 
• Is the BCCC effective and efficient? 
• What adjustments could be made to improve the BCCC? 
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The evaluation used three main methodologies to gather and analyse findings on these 
questions of interest. They were: 
 

• A review of program documents and project data/files; 
• Interviews with 25 key stakeholders (5 MOE program staff/management, 5 BCCF staff/ 

management, 12 project sponsors/partners and 3 unselected project proponents); and, 
• Participant feedback (the analysis of a participant database comprising 97 participant 

project reports and 138 sponsor/mentor/supervisor evaluations of participants’ 
performance, an online focus group with 8 participants and interviews with 3 participants 
hired by MOE). 

 
Is the BCCC working as intended? 
 
Overall, the BCCC operates as intended. A majority of the 145 participants in 2005/06 acquired 
valuable work experience and contacts within the environmental sector as a result of the BC 
Conservation Corps. They acquired new field skills as well as more general employment skills. 
Their experience contributed to their career goals. In some cases, they increased their 
knowledge of MOE and a number found related employment with MOE or in the environmental 
sector. The work accomplished by Corps participants contributed to meeting Ministry priorities. 
 
Factors influencing these outcomes included: 
 

• the specific activities the participants worked on; 
• how well organized projects were (e.g., up to date and detailed workplans, logistics, 

timing); 
• the contact and level of involvement participants had with Ministry, BCCF and TNT staff 

and access to Ministry resources;  
• the extent to which they had already worked for the Ministry, BCCF or TNT or had 

contacts in these organizations; and, 
• participants’ academic qualifications and career goals coming into the BCCC. 

 
The constraints noted in the BCCC’s logic model limit some of its intended outcomes, however. 
In particular, the employment structure and mentoring constraints affected the strength and 
nature of participants’ relationships with the Ministry (though not with the environmental sector 
as a whole). In terms of employment structure, government direction was for Corps participants 
to be employed by an agency outside government – in an arms length relationship. This 
direction also included parameters that made it difficult for Corps participants to interact with 
sponsors due to the limited amount of time they could spend in MOE/government offices. These 
parameters were set externally to the BCCC in order to meet other objectives. As a result, 
opportunities for mentoring by MOE staff were restricted. Both of these constraints served in 
2005/06 to reduce participants’ contact with MOE staff and thereby the strength of their 
relationships with the Ministry. Despite this, many project sponsors were able to mentor 
participants through scheduled meetings and monitoring visits, which respected the boundaries 
of the contractual relationship between the BCCF and the MOE. 
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Has the BCCC helped participants? 
 
Participants received an average of four months work experience. For a majority, planned 
project activities were resource assessment or other data collection activities, as well as 
outreach or educational activities. Planned project activities for about one-fifth were inventory 
work or trail/fence work, weed control or site restoration activities. Focus group and interview 
participants all reported having improved their skills as a result of their participation. 
 
Overall, the BCCC has contributed mostly to participants’ employability in the environmental 
sector. A number of participants have also found longer-term employment in the sector since 
participating in BCCC projects – either with the MOE or with the BCCF, for example. This 
proportion is growing and additional 2005/06 Corps participants will likely find related 
employment as the hiring for the coming summer field season progresses. In some cases, these 
individuals also had previous work experience or contacts within these organizations. 
 
Is the MOE better able to address its succession needs? 
 
The MOE is somewhat better able to address its succession needs with the Corps. The BCCC 
provides participants with a “foot in the door” opportunity and incremental work experience, 
skills and contacts with MOE staff. Stronger networking relationships definitely existed where 
there were stronger mentoring relationships between participants and Ministry staff. These 
relationships were weaker where there was only “exposure” to MOE staff and work (e.g., 
weaker among crew members, while stronger for crew supervisors).  
 
Does the BCCC help MOE achieve its priorities? 
 
The BCCC contributes to MOE priorities incrementally. For example, some projects would not 
have been undertaken without BCCC funding, others would only have proceeded on a smaller 
scale. In some instances, specific project activities were aimed at MOE priorities such as 
fisheries management, water quality and working with First Nations. The BCCC uses a 
collaborative approach, involving a very wide range of partners to achieve its objectives and 
environmental outcomes. It is crucial that the objectives of these partners for these projects be 
consistent with MOE’s priorities. 
 
Is the public more aware? 
 
The program featured several successful instances of building public awareness. These tended 
to be local in nature and driven by a particular project rather than a program-wide public 
communications initiative. Public awareness of the Corps itself was limited by the lack of a 
public announcement and other communications activities. This situation stemmed from the 
Spring 2005 provincial election and the subsequent appointment of a new Minister of 
Environment.   
 
Specific projects that had an outreach component made up about one-third of the 2005/06 
selected projects. According to the stakeholders interviewed these achieved varying levels of 
success. They included the more successful Bear Aware and Black Brant projects as well as the 
less successful Water Flows for Fish project. In addition, a number of projects generated on-site 
awareness through interaction or communication with the public to gather data or to explain 
their particular project. 
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Have external organizations increased their capacity? 
 
According to those interviewed, partnering with the BCCC increased the capacity of the BCCF 
and TNT by extending the scope of their existing activities. The BCCF’s administrative or 
management capacity was in place previous to the BCCC contract. Similarly, the TNT has 
operated crews around the province for many years, with several other significant partners. The 
presence of BCCC crews represented an increase in volume for TNT. Both partners mentioned 
other capacity benefits of being involved with the program, however. These included increased 
stature and visibility within the sector, new contacts for those in the organization and an 
enhanced ability to leverage funding for other, non-BCCC, projects. 
 
Is the BCCC effective and efficient? 
 
Overall, the BCCC was most effective and efficient in terms of:  
 

• Enabling the Ministry and other sponsors to complete work that otherwise would not 
have been done;  

• Getting started up and into the field as effectively and quickly as it did, in particular in 
terms of its contracting, outreach, project selection and participant selection activities; 
and, 

• The quality of the participants hired (with some exceptions) and the experience they 
gained (when their activities were diverse/complex).  

 
The biggest challenges to the program’s effectiveness and efficiency have been:  
 

• The short start up timeframes in 2005/06 – from program announcement in February 
2005 to field start ups in April/May 2005;  

• Training and orientation issues – both in terms of the initial CORE training as well as in 
terms of the project-specific orientation and training offered to some participants; 

• Ensuring that Corps participants worked within the employment structure and mentoring 
constraints noted above; 

• Relationships with partners whose desired goals and mandates went beyond the 
Ministry’s objectives for the program; and, 

• The lack of clarity around roles/responsibilities for participant supervision, coordination 
and mentoring, intensified by the lack of access to Ministry resources and the complex 
project management demands resulting from such varied and geographically dispersed 
projects.  

 
Who is aware of the BCCC? 
 
In 2005 there was very little time for program promotion activities – either internally or externally. 
Most MOE sponsors first heard about the program through internal sources or contacts. In 
2005/06 and 2006/07, promotion was most successful with Environmental Stewardship Division 
staff and those in the Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay area (based on an analysis of the 
proposals received in both years). Partners aware of the BCCC include those involved with 
specific projects and proposals such as the BCCF, TNT, Habitat Conservation Trust Fund, 
Malaspina College and municipalities involved with the Bear Aware program (e.g., Fernie). 
Awareness by prospective applicants for work in the Corps was lower in 2005/06 than it is 
expected to be in 2006/07. Corps participants said they became aware of the program last year 
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primarily through the job searches they were conducting or contacts they had at the BCCF or 
MOE, rather than through BCCC presentations or promotional materials.  
 
How well does project selection work? 
 
A majority of the projects selected for 2005/06 have been completed, contributing to the BCCC’s 
intended outcomes and objectives. The selected projects in both years are located in regions 
around the province with the majority being sponsored by the Environmental Stewardship 
Division. Most employed between 1 and 4 participants and were less than 6 months in length. In 
2006/07 projects are more likely to be located in the Lower Mainland or be multi-regional, to be 
Back-Country Recreation and Tourism projects, projects hiring 5 or more participants and to last 
longer than 6 months.  
 
In 2005/06, project proponents found the process of project selection to be a “black box”. In 
2006/07, the process was much clearer, but there is still some confusion about it among 
proponents, especially among those whose projects were not selected. The project ranking 
criteria provided with the proposal guidelines in 2006/07 were successfully operationalized and 
used to select projects for this fiscal year. In both years, the announcement of final funding 
decisions was made relatively late.  
 
How well does participant selection work? 
 
Most of the participants selected for projects have worked out well. At least 78% were 
recommended to be rehired by Corps sponsors, mentors or BCCF coordinators. They received 
their highest ratings for their work quality, attendance and job knowledge/performance. In 
addition, turnover of 2005/06 positions was minimal (about 7%). In 2005/06, recruiting and hiring 
was done in an extremely short timeframe, affecting the effectiveness of these processes. The 
extended timing in 2006/07 should allow for a more competitive and thorough recruitment 
situation.   
 
How well does project implementation work? 
 
Participants’ and stakeholders’ overall impressions of the projects were mostly positive. Key 
factors influencing effective project implementation were whether the project was new or 
ongoing, the degree of planning and involvement by sponsors and a crew supervisor’s 
leadership abilities and/or a worker’s initiative.  
 
Online focus group and interview participants held mixed views on the initial BCCC 
training/orientation. Stakeholders interviewed indicated that it did not meet the needs of the 
BCCC.  In addition, the project-specific orientation provided was inconsistent and affected by 
the tight start up timeframe. In part, the success of the orientation depended on the nature of the 
projects and the skills participants brought to them. Some projects and participants required 
more orientation than others. As well, participants learned “on the job” as projects progressed 
and as they acquired new skills related to specific tasks.  
 
Participants’ enjoyed their day-to-day activities when they were varied, in the field and/or 
involved working with good people. They did not enjoy them when they were boring, poorly 
planned and/or when there were conflicts between crew members. Low wages were a potential 
barrier to participating for some, counterbalanced to a certain extent by the experience being 
gained. The lack of access to Ministry resources, and the change in this access happening after 
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some of the projects had already started, was also problematic for participants and 
stakeholders. 
 
How well does monitoring work? 
 
The evaluation found considerable confusion around the roles and responsibilities associated 
with “supervision”, “mentoring”, “coordination” and “monitoring”. Both participants and 
stakeholders differentiated between “administrative” and “technical” roles and responsibilities. 
The BCCF successfully undertook an administrative role. Sponsors, including TNT and the 
BCCF (for Bear Aware) provided technical and/or field coordination and monitoring. Key to the 
success of this role was communication with participants. Several sponsors invested 
considerable time and effort to ensure successful projects. In addition, BCCC coordinators 
visited every project at least once during the course of the program and offered further technical 
assistance as required. To the considerable credit of those involved, all of the projects were 
substantially completed.  
 
It is expected that much of the difficulty and confusion experienced related to project oversight 
during the first year will be addressed in the current year. In part, this is due to the BCCF hiring 
a full-time project coordinator in early February 2006. Nevertheless, the delineation of roles and 
responsibilities remained a risk requiring further clarification and management by the program at 
the time of the evaluation.  
 
How well does contract management work? 
 
In 2005/06, the program managed a primary contract with the BCCF. Again, the time available 
for setting up this arrangement was tight. According to a review of the contract a year later, the 
BCCF has successfully completed most of its obligations. However, the variety of technical and 
substantive areas the projects cover as well as their geographic dispersion, impede the ability of 
a contractor, such as the BCCF, to manage all aspects of the BCCC projects.   The BCCF role 
in practice was to provide administrative support to the program. It was not a comprehensive 
role of managing projects and being accountable for their satisfactory completion. Relationships 
between the BCCC, BCCF and MOE sponsors need to be refined to ensure that proper 
accountabilities are in place, especially with respect to the technical aspects of the projects.  
 
What adjustments could be made to improve the BCCC? 
 
The evaluation recommends the BCCC: 
 
Promotion and Outreach 

• Expand promotion activities with divisions other than the Environmental Stewardship 
Division, for example with the Environmental Protection Division and the new Oceans 
and Marine Fisheries Division.  

 
• Be clear about sponsor involvement expectations from the beginning of the process – in 

outreach activities and in the project application process/proposal guidelines. The 
relationship is not a “classic contractor” nor a “classic student” one. Set expectations up 
front by specifying the kinds of involvement that sponsors (or others they involve) are 
expected to have (and not have) with BCCC participants. 
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• Continue with more active promotion and outreach efforts aimed at potential applicants. 
Where possible, incorporate existing Corps members in these activities in their regions 
or communities. Many participants are positive about their experience with the BCCC 
and would make articulate advocates for the program.  

 
Project Selection 

• Consider establishing more than one window for BCCC project proposals (e.g. use 
quarterly or at least biannual deadlines). If continuing with a single window, make and 
communicate project selection decisions earlier in the calendar year (i.e., late 
January/early February).  Set a target turn-around period (say, 30 days) for making and 
communicating decisions on project proposals.  

 
• Increase communications around proposals accepted and not accepted – and why. No 

information other than the decision (via the posting of a list of selected projects) is 
reportedly being provided to unsuccessful proponents. And there appears to be a link 
between sponsors not having their project selected and their not making a proposal the 
following year. Over time, this may narrow the pool of project proposals received. 

• Consider extending the maximum project funding period from nine to twelve months, in 
order to accommodate year-round projects or those with year-round potential. Likewise, 
consider how to accommodate projects spread over two fiscal years regardless of 
length, e.g. Black Brant monitoring (Brant migrations don’t always coincide with the 
government’s fiscal year).  

 
Participant Selection 

• Encourage repeat hirings for outstanding participants when they are appropriate to 
project requirements. Additional work experience on BCCC/Ministry projects has the 
potential to strengthen participants’ contacts and relationships with Ministry staff over the 
longer-term.  

 
• Monitor recent graduate and continuing student sub-groups within the Corps as they 

have different interests and expectations. For example, recent graduates are more likely 
to be interested in being employed by the Ministry immediately after having completed a 
BCCC project. Continuing students will be more interested in projects, which end at the 
end of the summer so they can return to their programs in the fall. 

 
Project Implementation 

• Improve the initial training/orientation provided to all Corps members – both at the 
program and project levels. Ensure that sponsors provide project-specific orientation at 
the beginning of each project, as appropriate. (Training on the activities required to 
safely complete the project workplan to MOE standards). 

 
• Ensure that all approved projects have adequate workplans covering the entire period, 

and ensure these are reviewed by participants prior to project start up. Continue to 
ensure that participants’ workplans include the opportunity to undertake career-related 
(diverse/complex) activities on their Corps projects. For example, crew members doing 
interpretive or species-at-risk inventory work in addition to trail maintenance activities. 
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• Determine and communicate what “limited access” to Ministry resources is acceptable 
and unacceptable. For example, clarify whether meetings once a week in the Ministry 
(sponsor’s) office and/or access to a Ministry database on-site once a month (e.g., for 
data entry) are acceptable or not.  

 
• Identify and implement measures to support crew supervisors. These could include 

specialized supervisory training and orientation, a higher wage or other incentives, 
structured mentoring sessions during the course of projects and post-project debriefings. 

 
Monitoring 

• Ensure project sponsors (or the others they involve) are actively involved with 
participants – providing information on the scope of work, orientation and timing, as well 
as feedback through regular progress update meetings, responding to questions/issues 
as they arise and reviewing completed tasks/deliverables. 

• Regardless of the roles that are ultimately defined, clarify expectations for sponsors and 
participants in terms of mentoring, monitoring and management of projects.  

 
Contract Management 

• Address the issues surrounding the BCCF’s current role as manager of BCCC projects, 
and particularly the impediments that currently make this role difficult.  There are a 
number of options available for structuring BCCF involvement in the program, the central 
requirement being that any project manager must have the skills and capacity to be 
responsible and accountable for project deliverables.  These contracting options include, 
for example, maintaining the BCCF as contracting authority (responsible for the 
administration of the contract) but assigning technical authority (responsibility for matters 
concerning the technical content of the work under the contract) to: 

o a) the BCCF for some projects (e.g., Bear Aware);  

o b) other partners for some projects (e.g., TNT); and,  

o c) Ministry staff for some projects. 

As in other contracting environments, the assigned technical authority would be 
responsible for providing the initial scope of work/workplan and orientation, 
reviewing/approving the deliverables produced and receiving project progress reports on 
a regular basis.  

 
• Improve reporting on project objectives and deliverables. At a minimum, ensure that 

information on the extent to which proposed project objectives are being met and 
deliverables being produced is reported back to the BCCC. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The BC Conservation Corps (BCCC) is nearing the end of the first year of a three-year, $9 
million, investment. The BCCC commissioned a formative evaluation to be conducted in March 
2006. Its focus is on how well the BCCC is operating and its results to date. It is recognized that 
the BCCC has only been in place since March 2005 and was implemented under significant 
time and administrative constraints. The data and information compiled for this evaluation, as 
well as its recommendations, reflect a program which continues to evolve and adapt to these 
constraints. 
 
This draft evaluation report summarizes the evaluation’s approach and findings. It is organized 
as follows. Section 2 presents a brief profile of the BCCC, including a Logic Model linking the 
program’s activities to its objectives. The profile lays the foundation for the evaluation’s findings. 
Section 3 discusses the evaluation’s methodology. Section 4 discusses its findings with respect 
to whether the BCCC is working as intended. Section 5 presents findings on effectiveness and 
efficiency and Section 6 summarizes suggestions for improving the BCCC made by 
stakeholders and participants. Section 7 presents the evaluation’s conclusions and 
recommendations. 
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2.0 BC CONSERVATION CORPS (BCCC) PROFILE 
 
The BC Conservation Corps (BCCC) program provides short-term, environmental sector work 
opportunities for students and recent graduates.  
 
The Ministry of Environment’s (MOE) Environmental Stewardship Division is responsible for 
managing the BCCC program. The BC Conservation Fund administers its delivery. The BC 
Wildlife Federation and The Nature Trust of BC also perform partnership roles in connection 
with the program. 
 
2.1 Target Groups 
 
The BCCC targets students (including co-op students) and recent graduates in the 
environmental sector at BC’s colleges, institutes and universities.  
 
2.2 Objectives 
 
The BC Conservation Corps is intended to: 
 

• Contribute to the Ministry achieving its priorities and environmental outcomes; 
 
• Improve the Ministry’s ability to address its succession needs; 

 
• Increase the capacity of external organizations to conduct environmental work; and, 

 
• To increase public awareness of the Ministry, environmental issues, government policies 

and their own responsibilities toward environmental stewardship. 
 
2.3 Delivery/Content 
 
To meet these objectives, the program funds student/recent graduate employment in 
environmental projects throughout BC. For example, in 2005, 36 projects were selected for 
BCCC participants to work on throughout the province1. A list of these projects is presented in  
Exhibit 1. A description of each and their primary locations are presented in Appendix A. Each 
project is to be consistent with MOE priorities. Projects in three categories are funded: 
 

• Resource Assessment and Monitoring (RAM);   
• Back-Country Recreation and Tourism (BCRT); and, 
• Compliance and Education (CE). 

 
Each year, about 1502 participants engage in work that helps to maintain and enhance the rich 
natural diversity of BC’s ecosystems, fish and wildlife species and their habitats. They undertake 
primarily field-based activities (e.g., conduct research, plan for species-at-risk recovery and 
participate in public outreach). Participants are also required to manage budgets, develop 
workplans and produce work that meets Ministry requirements. Each work opportunity is to be a 
maximum of 9 months in duration.  

                                                 
1 One of the 36 projects was subsequently cancelled; 35 projects proceeded. 
2 Some participants work on more than one project and some do not work the full length of a project (so one project 
my hire two participants but the position counts as one).  
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Exhibit 1 – 2005/06 BCCC Selected Projects 
 
 
1 – Range Resource Assessment  
2  –  Salmo Slocan River Patrols  
3  –  Lower Mainland Species at Risk  
4  –  Sea to Sky Angler Survey  
5  –  Okanagan Species at Risk  
6  –  Prince George Boundary Sign (Omineca Region)  
7  –  Fort St. John Boundary Sign (Peace Region)  
8  –  Fort St. John Creel Survey  
9  –  Bear Aware / Bear Smart Province Wide  
10  –  Smithers Angler Survey  
11  –  Water Flows for Fish - Community Outreach  
12  –  Grand Forks Conservation  
13  –  Kamloops Conservation  
14  –  Kootenay Conservation  
15  –  Stikine Conservation  
16  –  Strathcona Conservation  
17  –  Black Brant Protection  
18  –  Water Quality Monitoring – Province wide  
19  –  West Nile Virus Risk Assessment  
20  –  Furbearing Species at Risk  
21  –  Invasive Plant Management  
22  –  Okanagan Fire Ecology  
23  –  Bullfrog Inventory  
24  –  Invasive Plant Management -Thompson  
25  –  East Kootenay Access Management  
26  –  Greater Georgia Basin Steelhead Recovery  
27  –  Water Flows for Fish - Monitoring  
28  –  Young Anglers Program  
29  –  Project G.O.! Get Outdoors with BC Parks  
30  –  Report All Poachers and Polluters – RAPP  
31  –  First Nations Limited Entry Elk Harvest Monitoring  
33  –  Birkenhead Lake Bull Trout Conservation  
34  –  Roosevelt Elk Recovery  
35  –  South Okanagan Conservation Crews with The Nature Trust of BC  
36  –  Vancouver Island Conservation Crew with The Nature Trust of BC.  
 
 
The program delivery model is consistent across the province. 2005 was the first year the 
program operated. It was designed and implemented in a few months. The BCCC was 
announced on February 8, 20053 and on the ground, in uniform, by mid-May 2005. During its 
first year of operations (the 2005/06 fiscal year) there was a provincial election, a reorganization 
of the Ministry and the appointment of a new Minister. 
 

                                                 
3 An initial needs assessment and scoping had been completed prior to this. 
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2.4 Organizational Structure/Key Stakeholders 
 
2.4.1 Ministry of Environment 
 
The MOE has overall responsibility for managing the program across the province. Staff in the 
Ministry’s Environmental Stewardship Division manage the program. They: 

• develop/revise program application processes; 
• develop promotional materials in consultation with the Public Affairs Bureau; 
• promote the program within the Ministry and externally (e.g., at job fairs and 

conferences); 
• assist project sponsors with the development of proposals;  
• liaise with Foundation staff, TNT, the BCWF and other partners;  
• participate in orientation;  
• provide field support and direction (particularly in relation to standards and 

safety);  
• assist in mentoring; 
• liaise with project sponsors regarding budgets, timetables, and progression 

of projects, etc. 
• develop and manage the BCCC’s website and project tracking database; and 
• conduct other day to day management activities as required (e.g., contract 

management, stakeholder liaison and data management).   

2.4.2 BC Conservation Foundation 
 
The Ministry contracts with the BC Conservation Foundation (BCCF) to conduct the day-to-day 
administrative management of the program. BCCF employs the Corps members. Its staff have 
responsibility for: 

 
• preparing job descriptions, advertising positions, screening résumés, conducting 

interviews, and orienting successful candidates;  
• managing payroll and other ongoing human resource issues connected with 

employment;  
• managing individual projects in accordance with the specifications provided by the 

Ministry;  
• organizing the logistics of all projects (in consultation with project sponsors and program 

staff in the Ministry) and ensuring that supplies, materials, equipment, transportation and 
personnel are in place, at the appropriate times and locations; 

• facilitating the successful completion of the project deliverables within the budget that is 
allocated; and,  

• reporting to the Ministry on a regular, periodic basis respecting the financial and 
operational status of all projects and providing a final report upon the conclusion of each 
project. 

 
2.4.3 Partners  
 
The BC Wildlife Federation and the Nature Trust of BC are also involved as partners in this 
program. These organizations are sub-contracted by the BCCF. The BC Wildlife Federation 
provides training to the majority of the BCCC participants. (The BCCF provides training to Bear 
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Aware project participants.) The Nature Trust of BC is responsible for the day-to-day 
management of a sub-set of the projects. 
 
Other partners also contribute to specific BCCC projects – through in-kind or financial 
contributions – including the Habitat Conservation Trust Fund, Malaspina University College and 
the BCCF itself through a number of other programs. 
 
2.4.4 Project Sponsors And Mentors 
 
Ministry of Environment staff serve as sponsors for most projects4. They include MOE biologists, 
conservation officers and park rangers, for example. One individual may sponsor multiple 
proposals and/or selected projects. At the same time, more than one individual may sponsor a 
proposal. Some sponsors are also mentors to participants while they are in the field. On other 
projects, mentors are individuals who are different from sponsors. 
 
Project sponsors: 

• develop project proposals;  
• liaise with BCCC and Foundation staff and other partners re: development 

and completion of workplans and related logistics;  
• conduct or participate in project orientation activities;  
• provide field support and direction (particularly in relation to standards and 

safety); and,  
• may mentor Corps members in other ways.  

Sponsors may be more or less involved with participants. Other mentors may be 
program experts or external contractors (e.g., biologists) who are involved with 
Corps members on particular projects. 

2.4.5 Corps Participants  
 
Corps participants are students or recent graduates. They receive training, wages (an average 
of $12 or $14 per hour), mentoring and work experience as a result of their participation.  They 
may participate in more than one project (in one or more years). They may participate for the full 
project term or for part of a project term (e.g., if they are returning to school, moving on to 
another position or leaving a project for another reason).   
 
2.5 Process 
 
Each year, the BC Conservation Corps goes through the following process: 
 

• The application process is set up for the coming year (e.g., developed/revised);  
 
• Proposals for projects are requested, developed by MOE staff and submitted; 
 
• Proposals are ranked and selected; 

                                                 
4 On a sub-set of the projects, The Nature Trust of BC is the sponsor. As well, the Bear Aware project is somewhat 
co-sponsored with the BCC Foundation. 
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• Participants are recruited, hired and trained; 

 
• Projects are undertaken and monitored; and,  

 
• Project results are measured and reported. 

 
2.6 BC Conservation Corps Logic Model 
 
A logic model describes the steps between a program’s activities and its results.  Performance 
can be measured in relation to the steps along the paths (a program’s activities and results) or 
the extent to which the links between each step occur.   
 
Exhibit 2 contains a draft logic model for the BC Conservation Corps developed by its 
Evaluation’s Committee. According to this logic model, MOE and the BCCF undertake program 
activities, which range from program outreach to project selection and monitoring.  
 
These activities are intended to result in marketing tools and project proposals, as well as 
participant recruiting, supervision and mentoring. 
 
These outputs are intended to result in short-term outcomes, which include: program awareness 
and recognition, projects being successfully completed and participants being hired. 
 
These short-term results are intended to contribute to the program’s medium and long-term 
objectives, including participants getting entry level jobs in the environmental sector, the Ministry 
being better able to address its succession needs, and increased external capacity and public 
awareness levels. 
 
The BCCC is also subject to a number of operational constraints. In particular, these include 
budget, wage, employment structure, project considerations and mentoring constraints.  
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
The evaluation of the BCCC program used a comprehensive approach.  It covered: 
 

• quantitative information (e.g., proposal data on participant levels and timing);  
• qualitative information (e.g., stakeholder attitudes toward program activities); 
• project variations in implementation and outcomes; and, 
• the perspectives of multiple stakeholders (including Ministry and BCCF staff, 

project participants, mentors/sponsors, and other stakeholders such as the BC 
Wildlife Federation and the Nature Trust of BC). 

 
The evaluation addressed the following key questions:  
 

• Is the BCCC working as intended? 
• Is the BCCC effective and efficient? 
• What adjustments could be made to improve the BCCC? 

 
The data items and methods used to address each of these questions are presented in 
the Evaluation Research Matrix in Appendix B. In March 2006, the evaluation used three 
main methodologies to gather and analyse findings on these questions of interest. They 
were: 
 

• A review of program documents and project data/files; 
 

• Stakeholder interviews; and, 
 

• Participant feedback (the analysis of a participant database, an online focus 
group and interviews with participants hired by MOE). 

 
Findings from all data sources are combined and presented in this report. 
 
A sub-sample of 15 of the projects was examined in more depth to elicit additional 
insights. This sub-sample formed the basis for the sponsors interviewed and the 
participants invited to the online focus group, for example. It was selected on the basis of 
the following criteria: 
 

• region; 
• size (# of participants/budget); 
• three themes – RAM, BCRT and C&E; 
• successful/unsuccessful; and, 
• type of sponsor/partner relationships. 

 
This evaluation used a participatory approach. An evaluation committee comprised of 
BCCC staff/management and MOE Service Planning & Performance Management 
Branch staff/management participated in the design and conduct of the evaluation. In 
particular, the committee developed the evaluation’s terms of reference, the BCCC logic 
model and the key evaluation questions to be addressed. They also provided input and 
assistance to the evaluation’s consulting team throughout the data collection, analysis 
and reporting phases. Evaluation update emails and conference calls were held weekly 
to discuss progress, emerging issues and any in-field changes to the evaluation’s design 
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and procedures. The evaluation’s consulting team developed its workplan and data 
collection system. The team also conducted all the data collection, analysis and 
reporting of evaluation tasks. 
 
3.1 Document and Data/File Review 
 
Summary and analysis of documents and project data/files was done to complete 
profiles of proposals and selected projects. These reviews captured specific information 
on each project as well as on the program as a whole. They also analysed information 
on project characteristics (e.g., region, category and participant levels). 
 
The documents reviewed included a workplan and project lists, training and orientation 
materials, templates for project descriptions and submissions, as well as contracting 
documents (e.g., the initial RFP, BCCF proposal and contract evaluation). 

 
The project data/file review comprised the following components: 
 

• Analysis of 2005/06 submissions;  
• Analysis of 2005 selected projects; 
• Analysis of 2006/07 submissions to date; and, 
• Analysis of 2006 selected projects. 

 
3.2 Interviews With Key Stakeholders 
 
In total, 25 interviews were conducted by telephone or in-person with program 
stakeholders. These included: 
 
• Ministry program staff (n = 5 interviews);  
• BCCF staff (n = 5 interviews); 
• The Nature Trust and BC Wildlife Federation (n = 3 interviews)  

 Please note that two of these partners were also interviewed as 
project sponsors – for three of the selected projects in the sub-
sample;  

• Project sponsors (n = 9 interviews); and, 
• Other program stakeholders – sponsors of projects not selected (n = 3 interviews). 
 
Letters of introduction were emailed to all potential respondents other than Ministry 
program and BCCF staff. Interviews were conducted in-person (on-site) or over the 
phone in March 2006. 

 
3.3 Participants Feedback 
 
The participant feedback evaluation task comprised three sub-tasks: 
 

• analysis of the BCCC participant database (an extract as of February 28, 2006); 
• an online focus group with eight participants who agreed to take part in it; and, 
• telephone interviews with three 2005/06 participants who have since been hired 

by the MOE. 
 
The BCCC participant database comprised: 
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• 97 participant reports about their experience in Corps projects (employee project 

evaluations); 
• 138 sponsor/mentor/supervisor reports about the performance of the participants 

(employee evaluations); and, 
• descriptive information on 158 project/participant matches (e.g., region, 

participation start/end dates, etc.) 
 
We conducted an online focus group with eight5 of the 2005 BCCC participants on 
March 20, 2006. They resided throughout the province, had worked on 8 different Corps 
projects, and comprised 4 females and 4 males. 
 
The evaluation also contacted three participants who are presently working for the 
Ministry in auxiliary positions to ask for their feedback on how the BCCC may have 
helped them to obtain these positions, and to what extent. These participants were 
identified during the database analysis phase and were also contacted/interviewed in 
March 2006. 
 
Please note that the Corps members who participated in the online focus group and 
interviews had a higher recommended “rehire” rate in the participant’s database than the 
Corps members as a whole. 

                                                 
5 Please note that one of the participants who began the focus group subsequently experienced connection 
problems.  
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4.0 IS THE PROGRAM WORKING AS INTENDED? 
 
The evaluation addressed this question by examining to what extent the intended 
objectives described in the logic model are being achieved. It gathered information on 
these objectives through the data/file review, stakeholder interviews and participant 
feedback mechanisms. In particular, it looked at whether: 
 

• the BCCC has helped participants (in terms of work experience, skills acquired, 
networking/contacts/references, career plans/goals, knowledge of/interest in the 
MOE and overall access to entry level positions); 

• the MOE is better able to address its succession needs; 
• the BCCC helps the MOE achieve its priorities; 
• the public is more aware of the MOE and environmental issues/responsibilities; 

and, 
• external organizations have increased their capacity. 

 
The findings on these objectives are presented in this section.  
 
4.1 Has the BCCC helped participants? 
 
According to the BCCC participant database (as of February 28, 2006), 145 individuals 
received an average of 4 months work experience (though ranging from 2 weeks to 9 
months) in 2005/06. According to the documents reviewed, these participants undertook 
a wide range of environmental activities, for $12 or $14 per hour. For a majority, planned 
project activities were resource assessment or other data collection activities, as well as 
outreach or educational activities. Planned project activities for about one-fifth were 
inventory work or trail/fence work, weed control or site restoration activities.  
 
Participants frequently report acquiring new skills as a result of their BCCC participation. 
These included technical/field skills such as improved species identification, assessment 
equipment and media/communications skills. It also included “soft” skills, especially 
project management and interpersonal skills. 
 
Participants also frequently report having gained some networking contacts and/or 
references through their participation in the BCCC. Some of these contacts are within 
the MOE, some within the BCCF and TNT and some either within their communities or 
within other environmental sector organizations. 
 
Some participants report that their BCCC experience has contributed to their career 
goals, but this varies with the type of activities they undertook. As well, some agree that 
it has increased their knowledge of the MOE and the work it does, but this varies 
considerably based on the level and type of contact the participants had with MOE staff.  
 
Overall, the BCCC has contributed mostly to participants’ employability in the 
environmental sector. A few participants have also found longer-term employment in the 
sector since participating in BCCC projects – either with the MOE or with the BCCF, for 
example. In some cases, these individuals also had previous work experience or 
contacts within these organizations.  
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4.1.1 Participant Profile 
 
As of February 28, 2006 there were 158 participant/project matches involving 145 
separate participants in the BCCC’s participant database (that is, 13 people worked, at 
least briefly, on more than one project). Participants ranged in age from 17 to 52 – their 
average age was 286. As well, 59% of these participants were female and 41% were 
male. 
 
4.1.1 Work Experience 
 
According to the information in the participant database, the average length of 
employment was 4 months – but it ranged from 2 weeks to 9 months.  
 
Based on data/file review analyses of planned project categories and activities7, 
participants were gaining work experience almost equally on Resource Assessment and 
Monitoring projects (30%), Back-Country Recreation and Tourism projects (32%) and, 
Compliance and Education projects (38%).  
 
They were most likely to be gaining experience doing resource assessment or other 
forms of data collection (in projects employing approximately 62% of the participants). 
Outreach and educational experience is also fairly likely (in projects employing 50% of 
the participants). Approximately one-fifth of the participants likely gained experience in 
inventory work (16%), trail maintenance (20%), fence construction/repair (17%), weed 
control (19%) and site restoration (18%). About one-tenth (9%) likely worked on 
mapping/GPS or GIS activities.  
 
Participants in the online focus group and interviews reported receiving valuable 
experience including broader experience in the same field, new experience in a related 
field and supervisory experience. However, some participant feedback mentioned that 
project activities could have been more stimulating, educational or more challenging. 
One participant noted that s/he noticed others had spent quite a lot of time “weeding”, 
not particularly valuable experience in the field, nor interesting work. As well, one 
participant commented that the work the participants did was not “regular” Ministry work 
– it was other, special project, work. 
  
The project sponsors, MOE and BCCF coordinators interviewed also unanimously 
agreed that the program provided valuable work experience for participants and helped 
prepare them for further work in the environmental sector.  All respondents were definite 
and several were enthusiastic in the view that the program had generated solid “real-
world” as well as field experience for participants.  This was particularly true for younger 
workers in their first job, but it also applied to more senior workers such as graduate 
students who may have had several years’ related work experience.   
 

                                                 
6 34% of participants were aged 17 to 24, 49% were 25 to 34 years of age and 17% were 35 or older. 
7 As of December 8, 2005 and covering 151 “planned” participants. 
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4.1.2 Skills Acquired 
 
Corps participants were asked to complete forms evaluating their participation in the 
2005/06 projects. According to the 97 participants who had completed forms in the 
participant database at the time of our analysis8, the most frequent skills they had 
acquired9 were species identification and ecology (e.g., bear/fire) skills. They also 
acquired assessment tools/skills/equipment use skills, GPS and database entry skills, 
research design skills and media/communications skills quite frequently.  Soft skills were 
also mentioned somewhat frequently, especially project management skills and “people” 
(communication) skills. 
 
Exhibit 3 – Skills Acquired Working on BCCC Projects 
 

Skills Acquired 
Participants 

(n=97)
Species identification/ecology (e.g., bear, fire) 61%
Fencing, signage, trail maintenance, planting, etc. 37%
People's skills/public relations/communication skills 27%
Project management/organizational skills/problem solving 23%
GPS system/location/skills  19%
Safety practices/safety evaluation/first aid 18%
Team work 18%
Assessment tools/skills/equipment use (e.g. tree health 
assessment, stream assessment, etc) 14%
Database entry/management 14%
Report writing/ paper work/other admin tasks 14%
Better understanding of Conservation office/by-laws/govt 14%
Time-management skills 14%
General computer skills (e.g. excel, etc.) 13%
Research design/surveys 8%
Media/marketing/media relations/media packaging (e.g. 
brochures, etc) 7%
Gained work experience to further career in this field 3%
Adaptability/flexibility/multitasking 3%
Note: Since respondents could mention more than one, responses do not add to 100%. 
 
Participant Quotes: 
 
Report writing skills, survey design, time management, data management, fish handling 
skills, being able to work in all conditions and all hours. 
 
Plant ID, bird ID, variegate ID, practical fence building skills and safety evaluation of 
work sites. 
 
Team work, signage, carpentry, mapping trails, camping skills and camping food. 
                                                 
8 Some of the projects are still in field until March 31, 2006 and some participants did not complete these 
forms (this was somewhat more likely among participants who were not recommended for re-hire.) 
9 One of the topics on this form was “Skills Acquired working on BCCC Project (list skills that you feel 
you have acquired from working on the BCCC crews)”.   
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Communication skills, administrative skills - time sheets, expense claims, equipment 
organizing, data analysis/entry, fish Identification, more familiar with Microsoft Excel, 
minor administration duties, public interaction and operation of a company vehicle. 
 
 
Focus group and interview participants all reported having improved their skills as a 
result of their participation. They gave examples of skills they had practiced, such as 
terrain surveying, wildlife and plant identification and animal/fish handling. They also 
gave examples of new skills – both technical such as assessment equipment use, GPS 
and habitat restoration skills as well as more general work skills such as how to plan/run 
projects, deal with partners, and work in all conditions. All focus group participants 
expected to be able to use these skills in future jobs.  None felt that the skills they had 
acquired would not be useful – one noted that the more adaptable your skills are in this 
sector, the better.  
 
Although they varied according to the project, areas of learning most often cited by the 
stakeholders interviewed as being valuable included: 
 

• Job basics: being on time, reporting whereabouts, completing timesheets and 
other internal documents, taking instruction and direction;  

• Field skills such as traveling and living outdoors, recording and reporting field 
data, working without direct supervision, working under adverse conditions;  

• Communication skills and dealing with the public; and,  
• Working as part of a team, sharing workloads, completing assigned tasks and 

meeting project goals. 
 
Many sponsors also cited experience gained with specific technical skills or knowledge 
associated with individual projects.  These range from skills capturing and relocating 
Roosevelt elk, to knowledge gained about stream water levels and hydrology.  Some 
received additional training through their sponsors on a range of issues (e.g. TNT 
training on habitat monitoring and inventory work).  
 
4.1.3  Networking/Contacts/References 
 
Almost all focus group and interview participants also reported having improved their 
networking contacts – either within the MOE or within other organizations. These other 
organizations or individuals included the BCCF, contract workers, environmental 
consultants, other participants within their community, city council, regional district, local 
media and other provincial/federal departments (e.g., DFO). Many felt they would be 
able to use these contacts as references for future work.  A few mentioned that the 
contacts they had already had within the MOE or the BCCF were responsible for them 
hearing about or obtaining their Corps positions.  
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Participant Quotes: 
 
I think the MOE contacts I made will be vary valuable to me. I also had the opportunity to 
work with people from the Regional District and other provincial offices as well as DFO, 
so it wasn’t only the MOE contacts that may prove valuable. 
 
I consider the person I worked for with the MOE a friend and mentor.  
 
I made many new contacts within my community, city council, local media, BCCF, the 
COs. 
 
 
Stakeholder interviewees also noted that participants made contacts within the MOE as 
well as within other organizations. In terms of MOE contacts, some participants 
connected to staff while in training, others while their work was being inspected by MOE 
staff and, in a few cases, with the MOE project coordinators. However, a few 
interviewees noted that networking/contacts with MOE staff were limited by participants’ 
access to MOE staff, potentially negating one of the program goals of mentoring.  
 
4.1.4 Career Plans And Goals 
 
According to focus group participants, the BCCC helped them with their career or 
educational goals by providing them with work experience and new contacts. Many 
focus group participants also mentioned they felt that the experience had helped them to 
“get a foot in the door” or to “open new doors” for them in terms of future job 
opportunities. These future opportunities included contract work, future summer or Corps 
positions, local community positions and BCCF or MOE positions. 
 
Most focus group and interview participants were students in, or recent graduates of, 
environment-related academic programs. Their Corps experience contributed to their 
career goals rather than changing them.  
 
Some stakeholder interviewees also commented on the Corps having contributed to 
existing career plans/goals. A few noted that those they had hired were those with an 
interest or experience in the environmental sector (in some cases this was part of the 
hiring criteria), or those with existing MOE contacts (this is how they learnt the 
participants might be available for the positions). 
 
According to the 97 participants who had completed forms in the participant database at 
the time of our analysis, their most frequent future plans10 were to work in the 
environmental sector (e.g., conservation/resource management/wildlife related fields). 
Some noted that they hoped to continue to work with the BCCF or MOE, and in a few 
cases that they were going to continue to work with the BCCF or MOE11.  Other 
participants planned to return to an environment-related academic program. Somewhat 
fewer had plans to return to school or find employment in non-environmental fields. A 
few mentioned they had travel plans or were uncertain what they would be doing next. 
                                                 
10 One topic on the participants’ project evaluation form was “Future Plans: (What are your plans after 
completing your employment with the BCCC program?)”. 
11 Please note that those not intending to return to work with the BCCF or MOE would be less likely to 
complete these forms. 
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Exhibit 4 – Future Plans After Completing Employment With The BCCC 
 

Future Plans  
Participants 
(n=97) 

Like to work in conservation/resource management/wildlife related field 29% 
Hoping to continue working with BCCF or MOE 25% 
Back to/continue school in non-conservation related fields/general mention 19% 
Back to/continue school in conservation/resource 
management/wildlife/biology related fields 18% 
Find employment (in non-conservation related fields)/general mention 15% 
Currently working for/got a position with BCCF or MOE 10% 
Not sure 4% 
Travel 2% 
Note: Since respondents could mention more than one, responses do not add to 100%.  
 
Participant Quotes: 
 
I plan on applying for the same position with the Corps as I had last summer pending 
confirmation of funding so I can further my experience… and have the opportunity to 
write more professional reports which will bolster my application for professional 
affiliation. In the interim I will be looking for other opportunities in the same field. 
 
I plan to look for natural resource related positions that fit my skill set, stay passionate 
about conservation and be happy. 
 
To return to school and complete my resource management program, then gain more in 
field experience. 
 
Return to school, finish my degree w/major in Geography and hopefully continue to be 
employed in the field of conservation. 
 
Working in the automotive industry.  Getting my construction apprenticeship at the 
hospital. 
 
 
4.1.5 Knowledge Of And Interest In MOE 
 
The level and type of contact participants had with MOE staff varied greatly according to 
the focus group and interview participants. Some had daily contact, while others would 
meet with them only occasionally (they worked more closely with an external contractor 
or a crew supervisor).  
 
The level of contact influenced participants’ opinions on how much they learned about 
how the MOE works and the work it does. Those with frequent or regular contact were 
more likely to say they had learned a lot about MOE, while those with not much contact 
were less likely to say so. Again, participant’s knowledge of MOE and its work were 
influenced, in part, by how much they knew about the MOE before they started their 
positions. 
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Based on an analysis of the sponsors identified in the participant database and planned 
participation levels, approximately 48% of the participants would have had MOE 
sponsors, 30% would have had TNT as their sponsor (on 8 conservation projects) and 
21% would have had BCCF as their sponsor (the Bear Aware participants). 
 
Most of the focus group and interview participants continue to be interested in working 
for the Ministry. As mentioned above, four were working for MOE in auxiliary positions at 
the time of the evaluation. 
 
Participant Quotes: 
 
Yes, spent some time at an MOE office (meetings) and working alongside biologists. 
 
Yes, as much as could be learned when you’re not working directly for MOE. 
 
I learned a lot about how the MOE conducts its business with respect to wildlife issues 
and also internal politics, etc. 
 
There was widespread agreement among the stakeholders interviewed that BCCC was 
not a good mechanism for learning about working inside government.  The primary 
reason is that the Corps members had only limited access to MOE offices, and as such 
a limited opportunity to establish contacts.  Amounts of time spent in MOE offices varied 
considerably depending on the nature of the project, the extent of interaction between 
participants and sponsors, and their relative working locations.  Some workers, for 
example, rarely saw an MOE office, whereas others apparently spent a good portion of 
time in them. The same set of factors influenced the extent of mentoring that occurred 
between worker and sponsor.  If mentoring is to continue to be a key element of the 
program this issue needs to be addressed. At a minimum clear policy must be provided 
to MOE staff on how to act as a mentor while treating Corps participants as 
“contractors”. Further development of the roles and responsibilities may provide an 
avenue for doing this as discussed below. 
 
4.1.6 Entry Level Employability/Employment in the Environmental Sector 
 
Most focus group and interview participants felt that their Corps experience had 
improved their ability to get an entry level job in the environmental sector. However, 
some felt they had already had that ability (and that this had contributed to them 
obtaining their Corps positions, for example).  
 
One noted that many jobs require 2 to 5 years of experience and this project would be 
one component of this experience. Another noted that the more experience you have the 
better, due to the competition for some positions in the field. 
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Participant Quotes: 
 
Opened some doors I’ve been trying to open for a while now... I think it has furthered my 
ability at least, mostly by giving me some contacts and friends in the MOE.  
 
Opened a new door in the field I want to work in. 
 
Yes, many jobs require 2 to 5 years experience, and I am working towards that. 
 
 
Most stakeholder interviewees agreed that a significant number of Corps workers 
appeared ready to qualify for entry-level positions within the MOE or elsewhere, such as 
with the BCCF or TNT.  In a few cases, Corps workers had already – in a matter of a few 
months or even weeks after completing their projects – found jobs in the environmental 
sector.  As of February 28, 2006 four out 156 Corps participants had been hired by the 
Ministry and one by an environmental consulting firm.  Several others pursued jobs with 
BCCF projects, while still others decided to return to school or pursue other training (e.g. 
one individual is taking courses with the goal of becoming a Ranger).  At least one 
worker decided to pursue a career in a field unrelated to the environment.  
 
According to the BCCF, as of April 11, 2006, at least thirteen 2005/06 Corps participants 
(9%) had found employment in the environmental sector. Seven had found employment 
with MOE, two with BCCF, two with TNT and two with other organizations.   
 
Many environmental sector positions are hired in the spring for the summer field season 
(e.g., park rangers, auxiliary COs, field biologists, interpreters and guides). Thus, 
additional 2005/06 Corps participants will likely find related employment as the hiring for 
the coming season progresses. 
 
According to program staff, MOE staff have already begun to leave the workforce 
through retirement. However, the corresponding hiring phase that is expected has yet to 
materialize. The time lag between departures and hirings results from a variety of factors 
including recruitment procedures (it typically takes longer to hire someone than for 
someone to leave) and differences in levels (as senior positions become vacant, 
employees in lower positions apply and move up and their positions subsequently open 
up). Thus despite the program’s successes, it may still be difficult for Corps participants 
to find work in the Ministry in the short to medium term.  
 
4.2 Is MOE better able to address its succession needs? 
 
According to Ministry staff and some participants, MOE’s entry level position 
requirements are a post-secondary diploma or degree and 3 to 5 years of related 
experience (depending in part on the level of the degree). According to a recent posting, 
entry level wages are approximately $25 to $30 per hour.  
 
According to the BCCC participant database, at least 78%12 of participants who worked 
on projects last year would be recommended for rehiring by the BCCF, MOE or other 
                                                 
12 113 of 145 participants or 88% of the 113 of 128 participants for whom there are completed forms in the 
participant database. 
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sponsors. This “pool of applicants” has varying levels of skills and experience – from a 
few months on a crew to post-secondary degrees and research experience on a specific 
wildlife research project, for example. Based on the participant focus group and 
interviews most, but not all, of these recommended participants would be interested in 
working for the Ministry in the future.  
 
It should also be noted, however, that some of these participants were already in this 
“applicant pool” prior to their participation in the BCCC. Both stakeholders and 
participants talked about earlier interest in working for the Ministry, participants having 
related academic qualifications, having (in some cases) related environmental 
experience and learning (in some cases) about the Corps positions through contacts 
they already had in the Ministry. For participants who were already in this pool the BCCC 
experience may have provided “foot in the door” opportunities and incremental work 
experience, skills and contacts. This is not surprising given the rationale of the program 
to provide “missing” initial work experience opportunities. 
 
Four of the 145 Corps participants last year had begun working in auxiliary positions with 
the Ministry according to the BCCC participant database (as of February 28, 2006). All 
four were employed in Environmental Quality positions (as an Air Resources Officer, 
Environmental Protection Officer, Water Monitoring Technician or Environmental Impact 
Biologist).  As of April 11th, 2006 an additional three Corps participants had begun 
working for the Ministry. As hiring for the coming summer field season progresses it is 
expected that additional 2005/06 Corps participants will also find Ministry employment. 
 
Stronger networking relationships definitely exist where there were strong mentoring 
relationships between participants and Ministry staff. These relationships were weaker 
where there was only “exposure” to MOE staff and work (e.g., weaker among crew 
members, while stronger for crew supervisors). 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, the experience of the first year suggests that 
the program is on track to helping MOE address its succession needs.  As noted, there 
are examples of Corps workers already being hired by the Ministry or other employers in 
the environmental field.  Despite facing significant start-up challenges, program 
managers guided projects to satisfactory completion and provided relevant work 
experience.  Furthermore, the program generated mostly positive reviews by sponsors, 
partners and observers, and it holds promise as a “good news story” of environmental 
action.  
 
The start-up year also exposed limitations in the program’s ability to address the 
Ministry’s succession needs.  According to these same respondents, although 
contracting the BCCF to be the employer and project manager of record served to 
launch the new program expeditiously and within the constraints imposed on it, the 
arrangement limited access to Ministry staff, thereby creating difficulties for mentoring 
and other relationship building activities. These limitations served to constrain the 
program’s potential to meet the Ministry’s succession needs.  
 
4.3  Does the BCCC help MOE achieve its priorities? 
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Ministry priorities13 for 2006/07 are: 
 

• providing leadership in best environmental practices; 
• supporting exemplary fisheries management; 
• achieving the best air and water quality; 
• an evolving business model; 
• effective partnerships with First Nations; and, 
• strategies for an aging workforce. 

 
These priorities were incorporated into the project ranking criteria used in 2006/07. The 
BCCC contributes to the Ministry providing leadership in best environmental practices by 
supporting and building partner capacity. As well, the BCCC represents part of a new 
business model for the Ministry.  
 
Based on data/file review analyses of planned project categories and activities (as of 
Dec 8, 2005), about 44% of the selected projects were Resource Assessment and 
Monitoring projects, 42% were Compliance and Education projects and 20% were Back-
Country Recreation and Tourism projects. Specific 2005/06 projects had objectives 
related to providing leadership in best environmental practices, exemplary fisheries 
management, water quality and a First Nations partnership.  
 
2005/06 projects were most frequently planning to undertake resource assessment or 
other forms of data collection (44%). These included, for example, creel and angler 
surveys, collection of trout fishery and moose harvest user numbers, and the collection 
of water and tissue samples. Outreach and educational activities were also fairly 
common (33%) and are discussed further below in Section 4.4. In addition: 
 

• 22% of the projects planned to undertake inventory work (e.g., recording invasive 
plants, elk or sign placements);  

• 17% planned mapping, GPS or GIS activities;  
• 14% were to undertake trail or facility assessment, construction or maintenance;  
• 11% were to conduct site restoration activities; and,  
• 8% of the selected projects planned fence construction/repair, weed control or 

field presence/liaison activities. 
 
Information on the extent to which these planned activities occurred is not available. In 
part, this is because some of the projects are still in field. As well, there appears to be no 
requirement for sponsors or the BCCF to report back on the completion of these 
proposed activities to BCCC program staff/management. 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, environmental sector capacity was 
incrementally increased as a result of the BCCC. Sponsors spoke of some projects that 
would not have been undertaken without BCCC funding. However, they also spoke of 
projects with multiple funding partners that would have proceeded in any event, albeit 
smaller in scope. Using a collaborative approach forms part of the MOE’s evolving 
business model and in 2006/07, the focus on leveraging partner contributions has 
increased over 2005/06. However, the more partners’ contribute to projects the higher 
are their expectations that these projects meet their own organizational objectives. What 
                                                 
13 These priorities are from the Ministry’s 2006/07 Service Plan, Strategic Context, pages 1 and 2. In 
2005/06 the priorities were in transition as a result of a Ministerial reorganization. 
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is crucial is the extent to which these objectives are and remain consistent with MOE’s 
priorities. 
 
4.4 Is the public more aware? 
 
The evaluation looked at public awareness in relation to two sets of activities:  
 

• the BCCC’s program communications; and, 
• the project work being conducted by Corps participants. 

 
BCCC Program Communications 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, there was apparently no communications 
strategy for the program and very few Ministry-level communications initiatives based on 
Corps projects.  The Public Affairs Bureau released a number of press releases 
regarding projects and job opportunities.  Conversely, program staff and Corps 
managers were instructed to avoid public communications activities until the Ministry 
could arrange an official announcement and launch of the program; however, this never 
occurred.  This situation stemmed from the spring 2005 provincial election and the 
subsequent appointment of a new Minister of Environment.  The Nature Trust, which 
relies heavily on public communications activities to drive support for its activities, 
ultimately ignored the order against publicity and arranged its own media coverage, 
albeit without mentioning BCCC.   
 
In addition, the Minister visited Kamloops.  He toured the sites of a few local projects 
(Young Anglers and Water Flows for Fish) and highlighted them in a press conference.  
This led to some positive coverage by local radio and print media, which focused 
attention on these projects; the Young Anglers project was particularly popular as a 
“good news all round” story.  All Kamloops-area respondents held the view that this 
Ministerial visit and the accompanying publicity generated considerable local awareness 
about the Ministry and environmental issues in general.  Since the media involved were 
local, however, it is unlikely that this awareness extended beyond Kamloops.  
 
Corps Participants’ Project Work 
 
As noted above, about one-third of the 2005/06 selected projects planned outreach or 
educational activities. These included, for example, Bear Aware outreach activities as 
well as the information provided to users on closures and the education of land-owners 
regarding the implications of species at risk. 
 
Most of the stakeholders interviewed agreed that the BCCC generated quite modest 
levels of public awareness about environmental issues, activities and policies. Some 
projects had goals aimed at generating public awareness of specific issues; these 
included: 
  

 Bear Aware, staged in some 20 locations to highlight safety in bear country, 
involved a large network of volunteers and several partners;  

 Black Brant Protection sought to educate local users about the bird’s habitat and 
minimize human interference;  

 Water Flows for Fish featured an outreach component aimed at educating the 
public about stream levels; and,  
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 Project Go Discover Our Great Outdoors promoted outdoor recreation.  
 
For the most part, these projects achieved their public education goals to varying 
degrees.  Stakeholders reported that Bear Aware, for example, achieved good “reach” in 
most locations because of BCCF’s prior experience with such programming.  The Black 
Brant project was also reported to have successfully increased awareness. Water Flows 
for Fish, on the other hand, struggled to get its message out to large numbers of people 
and would benefit from a more aggressive or focused public communications approach.   
 
In addition, a number of projects generated on-site awareness through interaction or 
communication with the public to gather data or to explain their particular project.  
Examples include the river patrol/anglers’ surveys in several areas, the four Steelhead 
Recovery project crews, the Strathcona Conservation project and assorted trail building 
projects.   
 
According to program staff, BCCC projects had greater public awareness in some 
smaller communities such as Dease Lake and Christina Lake. Feedback from these 
communities suggested that a significant amount of goodwill was generated by having 
BCCC crews in them during the summer, especially given the general lack of job 
opportunities for youth there. The Dease Lake Conservation Crew included four local 
youth, three of them First Nations’ youth.  
 
The program featured several successful instances of building public awareness. These 
tended to be local in nature and driven by a particular project rather than a program-wide 
public communications initiative.  The program offers numerous opportunities to build 
public awareness, but those opportunities seemed to be overlooked in the start-up year. 
 
4.5 Have external organizations increased their capacity? 
 
The question of capacity building within participating organizations produced mixed 
responses from the stakeholders interviewed.  Some organizations such as the BCCF 
benefited in several ways through their involvement with the program, whereas others 
did so only in limited instances.   
 
The BCCC did not appreciably increase capacity within the MOE, except in the sense 
that certain projects generated work outputs that the Ministry did not have the “capacity” 
(meaning available staff time or budget) to produce.  Projects in this category typically 
involved data collection or field research that would not have happened without BCCC 
support.  In at least one case – an outreach project – both the Ministry and BCCF 
increased capacity by learning what was required to implement such projects in future.  
 
A significant constraint to the question of capacity building was the difficulty in Corps 
workers using MOE offices or facilities.  Among other things, this rule limited Ministry-
Corps interaction and curtailed opportunities for implementing or expanding projects in 
ways that may have enhanced MOE capacity.   
 
In a few cases, MOE sponsors thought that some projects had actually been a net 
“drain” on Ministry resources; that is, they demanded more time and effort than the 
project output was worth.  Even in these circumstances, however, the sponsors thought 
that the projects in question had produced valuable outcomes in terms of Corps workers’ 
experience and meeting Ministry succession needs.   
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While it would appear obvious that BCCF should increase its internal capacity by virtue 
of implementing the program, its growth did not occur in the area of project 
administration.  The Foundation’s administrative or management capacity was in place 
when BCCF took on the contract.  BCCF has managed up to $12 million and 300 
employees in projects since 1997, so the BCCC contract of $2.4 million represented an 
increase in volume but not a major stretch of their capacity.  Rather, BCCF increased its 
capacity in other ways through the BCCC: 
 

 It increased its stature in the eyes of most project employees, and its capability to 
hire qualified people;  

 It provided a bank of potential employees for other BCCF projects;  
 It provided a showcase and exposure for BCCF to demonstrate its mandate and 

abilities;  
 It generated many contacts for BCCF managers throughout the province, 

particularly those managers who were new to the organization;  
 Individual BCCF staff honed some administrative skills (e.g. teaching job basics, 

check in/out systems, dealing with suppliers, basic field logistics, and so on);  
 The contract generated a financial contribution that will be used to fund other 

Foundation projects.  
 
The BCCC also reportedly increased the capacity of The Nature Trust “by about 20%” 
and helped that organization to leverage funds.  The TNT brings in dollars from other 
agencies and corporations to help fund its projects.  In 2006/07, TNT’s role is changing 
to that of sub-contractor to BCCF and manager in its own right of selected projects.  
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5.0 IS THE BCCC EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT? 
 
The evaluation addressed this question by examining how well the program components 
described in the logic model are being delivered. It gathered information on this delivery 
through the data/file review, stakeholder interviews and participant feedback 
mechanisms. In particular, it looked at who is aware of the program and how well the 
following are working: 

 
• project selection and project selection criteria; 
• participant selection; 
• project implementation; 
• monitoring; and, 
• contract management. 

 
The findings on these program components are presented in this section.  
 
5.1 Who is aware of the program? 
 
5.1.1 Description 
 
The BCCC’s promotion and outreach activities include: 
 

• Visiting/making presentations at regional offices, academic institutions and job 
fairs; 

• Producing promotional materials; 
• Building and managing the BCCC website; 
• Working in uniform; and, 
• Liaising with the Public Affairs Bureau. 

 
Their implementation objectives include to: 
 

• get people interested internally and externally in the BCCC; 
• develop support for the BCCC: 
• develop/provide information on the BCCC: and,  
• raise the profile/visibility of the program.  

 
Key differences in these activities between 2005/06 and 2006/07 include that: 
 

• there has been more time for promotion and outreach in 2006/07; 
• the BCCC website has been created and is now operating in 2006/07 (in 2005/06 

information on the program and positions was posted on the BCCF website); 
• promotion and outreach activities are more organized in 2006/07; and, 
• MOE project coordinators are doing more promotion in 2006/07 than was done in 

2005/06 (they had not been hired yet). 
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5.1.2 Sponsors 
 
Because the program was announced in the Throne Speech of 9 February 2005, there 
was an extremely short period available to get projects selected and implemented during 
the 2005/06 fiscal year.  Since the program could not be publicized prior to the Throne 
Speech, it is logical that awareness first developed strictly within the Ministry.  Among 
the stakeholders interviewed, virtually all project sponsors heard about it through internal 
sources or contacts.  Several mentioned hearing ADM Nancy Wilkin speak about the 
new program at various meetings.  Most non-government organizations such as the 
BCCF heard about it through the Ministry’s Request For Proposal seeking an 
implementation partner.   
 
All sponsors and partners agreed that the time available for submitting proposals in 2005 
was extremely tight, and that detailed information about the program – such as the 
selection criteria – was non-existent.  Nevertheless, prospective sponsors developed 
and submitted proposals. They reported that they do a lot of such proposals, that they 
are used to working with incomplete information; and most were able to tap internal 
sources and contacts to help with their proposals.   
 
With more time available to build awareness for 2006/07, managers and coordinators: 
 

 Visited individual regions through a tour in Fall 2005 (all 3 MOE project 
coordinators) to wrap up the completing projects and talk about proposals for 
next year; and, 

 Undertook coaching of potential proposals e.g., talking about the importance of 
partnerships and integration. 

 
Data/file review analyses of project proposals found that 75% of the 75 proposals14 
received as of March 28, 2005, were from Environmental Stewardship Division (ESD) 
primary sponsors. Staff in all regions submitted proposals – but especially those in the 
North/Cariboo and Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay. 
 
Similarly in 2006/07, 75% of the 67 proposals received as of March 14, 2006 were from 
ESD primary sponsors, and they came from staff in all regions – especially the 
Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay. There were proportionally fewer proposals from the 
North, and more from the Lower Mainland, than in the previous year.  
 
Project proposals vary in terms of number of participants covered – some cover 15 or 
more participants and some only 1 or 2 participants, for example. Thus, the distribution 
of proposals by region and primary division sponsors does not reflect the distribution of 
the participants in these ways. 
 

                                                 
14 Project submissions evolved over time – some were combined with others or modified, etc. The projects 
included in these analyses are those as of March 28, 2005 for 2005/06 and as of March 14, 2006 for 
2006/2007. Some projects developed after this time during the 2005/06 fiscal year. Please note also that no 
“auditing” of these data was done to verify their accuracy or completeness. This is an analysis of project-
developed spreadsheets as of these dates. 
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Exhibit 5 – Region And Division Origins Of Proposals  
 
 2005/06 Proposals 

(n=75) 
2006/07 Proposals 
(n=67) 

Region   
Vancouver Island 15% 16% 
Lower Mainland 7% 16% 
Okanagan/Thomspons/Kootenay 29% 28% 
Cariboo/Skeena/Omineca/Peace 33% 19% 
Multi-Region/Province-Wide 16% 19% 
   
MOE Division/Service   
Environmental Stewardship Division (ESD) 75% 75% 
Environmental Protection Division (EPD) 6% 6% 
Conservation Officer Service (COS) 17% 16% 
Joint ESD/COS 1% 2% 
None 0% 2% 
   
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
 
5.1.3 Partners 
 
A wide range of partners have been involved with the proposals. The data/file review 
analyses found that these have included the BCCC’s two major program partners the 
BCCF and TNT. As well, proposals describe other organizations involved with a specific 
project or projects. These organizations have included the Habitat Conservation Trust 
Fund, Malaspina College, municipalities involved with the Bear Aware program (e.g., 
Fernie), the Fresh Water Fisheries Society of BC and the Canadian Wildlife Service. In 
2005/06 partners made in-kind and financial contributions to projects. Similar 
contributions are planned for 2006/07. 
 
5.1.4 Participants  
 
Most focus group and interview participants first became aware of the program in one of 
two ways, through: 
 

• a job search they were doing – a suggestion by their co-op supervisor and/or a 
local employment office, for example; or, 

 
• contacts they had at the BCCF or MOE – some of whom were on projects they 

were already volunteering or working on. 
 
For more information, they went to the BCCF website and through the application 
process.  
 
Their initial interest in the Corps was usually in a specific position or job. A few also 
mentioned they were interested because they were attracted by the field work aspect of 
the projects – either because it is hard experience to get and/or because no previous 
work experience was required. Several were interested because the job(s) were local. 
 
Participant Quotes: 
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I learned of it through MOE and BCIT. 
 
I was told about a particular job posting by the co-op director at the university I used to 
attend. 
 
I was interested first because of the job I was applying for (it looked like fun) but also 
because it seemed to be a good way to get my foot in the door with the MOE. 
 
They were offering a job in my field of training and local to my home. It seemed like it 
would be a good experience. 
 
 
Approximately 600 applications were reportedly received for about 150 positions15 in 
2005/06.  
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, awareness by prospective applicants for work 
in the Corps was quite low; there simply wasn’t sufficient time to publicize the program 
adequately after the BCCF was contracted and before interviews were conducted.  A 
few enterprising coordinators posted job bulletins on notice boards at local colleges and 
universities.  For the most part, however, recruitment relied on accessing student hiring 
offices and similar outlets rather than stimulating awareness and interest within the 
targeted student group. Another factor in this lack of awareness was the limited public 
communication and publicity around the program.   
 
Significant improvements were made in this area during the second year of the program.  
With time available to build awareness, managers and coordinators: 
 

 Develop and maintain a website; 
 Visit Universities and do postings and presentations at job fairs, through HRSDC 

employment centres;   
 Post jobs on community boards in small communities;  
 Talk to instructors, especially in relevant academic areas – resource recreation, 

tourism and parks planning – as well as some First Nations; and, 
 Reach out through word of mouth and networking – most project coordinators are 

recent graduates who still have good contacts in post-secondary schools.  
 

                                                 
15 Some individuals applied for more than one position. Information on the applications received is not 
readily available for analysis. Thus, for example, the evaluation was not able to analyse applicant 
characteristics such as region of permanent residence, academic affiliation, academic interests or the 
proportions of applicants/selected participants who are recent graduates and continuing students. 
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5.2 How well does project selection work (in particular, the project selection 
criteria)? 
 
5.2.1 Description 
 
Project selection activities include: 
 

• notifying/inviting staff to apply; 
• assisting sponsors with project design; 
• reviewing applications; and, 
• ranking/selecting projects. 

 
Their implementation objective is to identify projects best suited to BCCC objectives. 
 
For 2005/06, project proposals were requested in February 2005. Project selection 
decisions were made in three phases between March and July 2005. The project 
ranking/selection criteria were developed as the process proceeded. Both selected and 
unselected project proponents were notified via the electronic posting of a list of selected 
projects. As of March 28, 2005, 75 proposals had been submitted (some were 
developed after this). In total, 36 projects were selected, though one was subsequently 
cancelled (35 proceeded).  
 
For 2006/07, project proposals were requested in the fall of 2005. Electronic proposals 
were due by December 9, 2005. Projects were submitted by BCCC staff to the Ministry’s 
executive by the end of 2005 for consideration in January. Project selections were 
announced in mid-March 2006.  The project ranking/selection criteria to be used were 
provided with the proposal guidelines. Both selected and unselected project proponents 
were notified via the electronic posting of a list of selected projects. A similar number of 
proposals were received. As of March 14, 2006, 67 proposals had been made and 27 
projects had been selected.  
 
Based on data/file review analyses, characteristics of 2005/06 and 2006/07 project 
proposals and selected projects are presented in the following exhibits and discussed in 
more detail below. 
 
Exhibit 6 – Proposal And Selected Project Characteristics 
 
 2005/06 

Proposals 
(n=75) 

2005/06 
Selected 
Projects 
(n=36) 

2006/07 
Proposals 
(n=67) 

2006/07 
Selected 
Projects 
(n=27) 

Region     
Vancouver Island 15% 11% 16% 11% 
Lower Mainland 7% 14% 16% 22% 
Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay 29% 36% 28% 19% 
Cariboo/Skeena/Omineca/Peace 33% 17% 19% 15% 
Multi-Region/Province-Wide 16% 22% 19% 33% 
     
MOE Division/Service     
Environmental Stewardship Division (ESD) 75% N/a 75% 78% 
Environmental Protection Division (EPD) 6% N/a 6% 4% 
Conservation Officer Service (COS) 17% N/a 16% 15% 
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Joint ESD/COS 1% N/a 2% 0% 
None 0% N/a 2% 4% 
     
BCCC Category (multiple 

responses) 
   

RAM 72% 44% 44% 41% 
BCRT 24% 20% 38% 41% 
C&E 41% 42% 19% 15% 
None 0% 0% 2% 4% 
     
Number Of Participants     
1 or 2 participants 48% 56% 55% 37% 
3 or 4 participants 36% 25% 24% 30% 
5 or more participants 16% 19% 21% 30% 
     
Project Length     
2 or 3 months 25% 19% 13% 11% 
4 months 31% 39% 28% 26% 
5 months 13% 14% 18% 19% 
6 months 20% 17% 18% 22% 
More than 6 months 11% 11% 22% 22% 
     
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
 
5.2.2 Region 
 
As noted above, proposals were received for projects in all regions in both years. 
2005/06 selected projects were somewhat more likely than proposals to be in the Lower 
Mainland and Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay regions or multi-region/province-wide 
proposals. They were less likely to be in the North region. 
 
2006/07 selected projects were somewhat more likely than proposals to be in the Lower 
Mainland and multi-region/province-wide. They were less likely to be on Vancouver 
Island or in the Okanagan/Thompson/Kootenay regions. 
 
5.2.3 Division 
 
2006/07 selected projects closely reflect the proposals in terms of the Divisions of the 
primary sponsors. Information on selected projects is not available for 2005/06. 
 
5.2.4 BCCC Category 
 
Proposals were received for projects in all BCCC categories (RAM, BCRT and C&E). In 
2005/06, selected projects were 44% RAM, 20% BCRT and 42% C&E. In 2006/07 a 
greater proportion of both proposals and submissions are BCRT and a smaller 
proportion are C&E. As noted above in Section 4.1, the number of planned participants 
working on each category of 2005/06 projects was very similar – Resource Assessment 
and Monitoring projects (30%), Back-Country Recreation and Tourism projects (32%) 
and, Compliance and Education projects (38%).  
 
5.2.5 Number of Participants 
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Proposals in both years most often covered 1 or 2 participants (members and 
supervisors), as did the selected projects in 2005/06. In 2006/07, however, it appears 
that projects with more participants form a greater proportion of the selected projects 
than they did proposals. 
 
5.2.6 Project Length 
 
Proposals in both years most often covered projects of 4 months duration as do the 
selected projects. In 2006/07, more projects are likely to be for more than 6 months. 
 
5.2.7 Budget/Costs And Partner Contributions 
 
Cost information on proposals and selected projects is only available for the current 
year. 2006/07 selected projects are somewhat more likely than proposals to have 
budgets, which are greater than $75,000. They are less likely to have budgets of less 
than $50,000. 
 
Similarly, 2006/07 selected projects are somewhat more likely than proposals to have 
Ministry costs in the range of $50,000 to $150,000. They are less likely to have budgets 
of less than $50,000. 
 
2006/07 selected projects are somewhat more likely than proposals to have partner 
contribution ratios of more than 50%. They are less likely to have ratios of 10% or less. 
 
Exhibit 7 – 2006/07 Costs and Complexity Characteristics 
 2006/07 

Proposals n=67) 
2006/07 Selected 
Projects (n=27) 

Costs To Ministry   
$25,000 or less 10% 0% 
$25,001 to 50,000 36% 22% 
$50,001 to $75,000 33% 48% 
$75,001 to $150,000 16% 23% 
More than $150,000 5% 8% 
Total Project Costs    
$25,000 or less 9% 0% 
$25,001 to 50,000 21% 4% 
$50,001 to $75,000 25% 22% 
$75,001 to $150,000 32% 48% 
More than $150,000 13% 26% 
Partner Contribution Ratios   
10% or less 19% 0% 
11% to 50% 57% 56% 
51% to 100% 24% 44% 
Diversity/Complexity Score   
2 18% 11% 
3 55% 48% 
4 25% 41% 
Note: Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
 
5.2.8 Diversity/Complexity Score 
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Scores for the diversity/complexity of participants’ work are also only available for the 
current year. 2006/07 selected projects are somewhat more likely than proposals to 
have higher diversity/complexity scores on a 4-point scale. Appropriate levels of 
complexity can differ for participants depending upon whether they are recent graduates, 
continuing students and their levels of related skills or experience. 
 
5.2.9 The 2006/07 Ranking Process 
 
In 2006/07, numbers were assigned to each of the ranking criteria described in the 
Guidelines for Completing the Project Proposal Form 2006-07 except the last one 
(projects not proceeding during the year without this funding). According to the 
program’s database, almost all met the criteria of: 
 

• being consistent with the Ministry Service Plan and divisional business plans; 
and, 

• having been received on time and having complete documentation. 
 
Proposals received numeric scores on: 
 

• their contribution to regional distribution;  
• the diversity/complexity of the participants’ work; and, 
• their external partner contributions. 

 
In addition, some proposals received additional points for:  
 

• First Nations involvement; 
• being a continuing project (from 2005/06); 
• having additional coordination support (e.g., supervision, training, field support, 

etc.); 
• sponsor involvement; and,  
• projects that integrate work from several business areas. 

 
Ratings on each of these criteria were combined to create an overall rank value. A 
majority of the projects selected had the highest overall rank values. Additional 
adjustments were made to ensure that the final set of selected projects was as 
representative as possible of the BCCC’s objectives.  
 
5.2.10 The Process For Proponents 
 
The majority of sponsors from the first year submitted proposals for the second year and 
many proposals were submitted for the first time. Reasons cited by those who did not 
submit in the second year included:  
 

 Inability to fit the project into the BCCC model (e.g. the prohibition on using 
government office space or facilities);  

 A change in jobs by the sponsor; and,  
 A feeling that the project would not show a satisfactory return on the sponsor’s 

invested time.   
 
While all of the stakeholders interviewed acknowledged the tight time frames and lack of 
program information associated with the 2005 launch, none took great issue with the 
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situation (those who did most likely did not submit proposals).  Instead, most expressed 
the view that this was a familiar scenario with new programs; they had seen it before; 
and they simply prepared the best proposal they could under the circumstances.  
 
The project selection process in 2005/06 was also characterized by unknown selection 
criteria – a “black box” in the words of several respondents. This has changed markedly 
for the second year of the program.  Prospective sponsors noted improvements in that 
the revised process:  
 

 Asked more questions and sought more details;  
 Focused more on financial needs and budgets;  
 Was more “helpful” and informative;  
 Sought to identify other organizations that would be involved, e.g. community 

groups, First Nations, and the like.  
 
Project criteria are clearly stated although a few respondents observed that key terms 
(such as “work diversity”) are still not defined, and no weighting is provided for the 
criteria.  While information has improved over the first year, they feel there is still a 
significant unknown element involved in submitting a proposal.   
 
The increased focus on budgets and costs was considered a good feature because it 
helped to ensure projects were self-sufficient.  Some costs increased over the first year 
because of the prohibition on using Ministry office space, facilities and vehicles.  
Sponsors were asked to look for a partner who could house the participant, provide a 
computer, and so on.  Stakeholders recognized that in addition to providing such in-kind 
support, partnerships promote the Ministry goal of “shared stewardship.”  
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, the selection criteria and the restriction on the 
use of government facilities tend to encourage certain types of projects and discourage 
others, even though the latter might fulfill program goals.  For example, projects 
requiring access to MOE data systems or a high degree of interaction with Ministry staff 
(such as park or recreation planning, and intern-type positions) are difficult or impossible 
to contemplate under this rule. Conversely, field-based projects such as trail building or 
weed control fit nicely within this criterion but may not offer much of a challenge to 
participants, or do much to stimulate their interest in an environmental career. According 
to program staff, this type of work was still beneficial for some program participants. For 
example, Dease Lake Conservation crew participants were flown into the remote areas 
of Spatsizi Provincial Park to pull weed. This experience inspired the First Nations 
participants to pursue a career in resource management within their traditional territory. 
The 2005/06 selection process was seen by sponsors as having limited flexibility to 
encompass complex projects, yet many sponsors claimed that the program needs 
exactly these types of projects if it is to succeed.  
 
Another facet of the project selection process that requires attention is the time frame for 
notifying successful sponsors of the project approval.  Several respondents who had 
submitted proposals in December 2005 had not yet been notified of the project’s 
disposition in late March 2006. This timing essentially puts the project on a similar 
schedule to that of 2005 - namely, extremely tight.  The situation becomes even more 
critical in 2006 because of the additional requirements to arrange partners and in-kind 
support for projects.  Furthermore, good projects take time to implement effectively – for 
planning, hiring, training, mobilization, and the like – and the process can be onerous in 
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BCCF and MOE regional offices with small staff complements and several projects to 
manage.  More lead time would greatly enhance project implementation.  
 
At least one respondent questioned why the program does not provide two application 
intakes instead of one in December.  Many organizations work on this basis (one 
example is BC Hydro’s environmental grants program) and the advantages are many in 
terms of planning for effective project implementation.   
 
5.3 How well does the participant selection process work? 
 
5.3.1 Description 
 
Participant selection activities include: 
 

• Writing and posting job descriptions;  
• Recruiting participants (reviewing applications, interviewing, hiring); and, 
• Deploying participants. 

 
Their implementation objective is to match people with projects. 
 
Key differences in these activities between 2005/06 and 2006/07 include that: 
 

• job descriptions/postings are more detailed in 2006/07; 
• the application process is Internet-based in 2006/07; and,  
• more time is available for recruiting (though it is still very tight in some cases). 

 
5.3.2 2005/06 Participants Selected 
 
Despite the many recruitment hurdles faced in 2005 – a new program, extremely short 
time frames, little or no advance publicity, thin job documentation – the process worked 
out surprisingly well.  
 
Although the view was not unanimous, the majority of sponsors and coordinators 
interviewed felt that good people were hired and, for the most part, were suitable for their 
respective positions.  There were a few notable exceptions, such as a person hired for 
an outreach communications position who was uncomfortable dealing with people.  As 
well, turnover of 2005 positions was minimal (approximately 7%). In the three weeks 
after signing its contract on March 24, BCCF hired 91 students around the province.  
Taken as a whole, this recruitment record is quite remarkable.  
 
At least 78% of participants16 (88% of those with completed evaluation forms in the 
participant database) were recommended to be rehired by Corps sponsors, mentors or 
BCCF coordinators. 
 
Among those with ratings on each evaluative work criterion17, 90% or more of 
project/participant matches received either a “very good” or “good” rating on a 3-point 
scale, which also included “fair”.   

                                                 
16 113 of the total 145 participants or 113 of the 128 participants with completed forms as 17 individuals 
did not have completed forms in the database. 
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Participants received highest marks for their: attendance (99%) and  work quality (98%) 
and job knowledge/performance (94%). Areas that were given lower ratings were 
initiative (90%) and attitude (90%). 
 
When looking only at the “very good” ratings, cooperation/team work (68%) improves in 
ranking to number one while job knowledge/performance (52%) drops to the lowest. 
 
Employees for the most part did not take on supervisory roles and as such weren’t 
evaluated on this aspect. Among the 54 individuals who were evaluated on it, 43% 
received “very good” and 48% received “good” ratings on it 
 
Exhibit 8 – Participant Evaluations  
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Corps sponsors, mentors and BCCF coordinators also made qualitative comments on 
the employee evaluation forms in the participant database, both positive and negative, 
about some participants. They most frequently commented positively on participants 
work ethics e.g., hard worker, dedication, dependable, responsive, their ability to 
complete work successfully and their attitude/personality. They also commented 
somewhat frequently on participants’ initiative, knowledge/skills (including critical 
thinking), their adaptability or flexibility and their ability to work with others. Their most 
frequent negative comments related to participants’ inability to work with others, negative 
attitudes or inappropriate behavior and/or their having quit their positions. 
 
                                                                                                                                                 
17 138 project/participant matches have completed evaluation forms (20 have not). On each of these criteria 
between 2 and 10 forms were incomplete. Thus, these ratings are based on between 129 and 137 completed 
forms. 
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Exhibit 9 – Sponsor/Mentor/Coordinator Comments About Participants 
 
 
Positive: 

Evaluations 
(n=138) 

Positive attitude/pleasant personality 33% 
Work completed successfully/efficiently/timely manner/organized 30% 
Great work ethics/hard 
worker/dedicated/responsible/dependable/responsive/good 30% 
Knowledgeable/skilful/critical thinker 21% 
Team player/worked well with others/received direction well 20% 
Adaptable/flexible 15% 
Show initiative/take on new challenges 13% 
Good leadership skills/managerial skills 10% 
Eager to learn/fast learner/eager to gain experience 7% 
Good communication skills/made good contacts 7% 
Asked questions/got help when needed 6% 
Good attendance 4% 
Able to work independently/with little supervision 1% 
Healthy/safety oriented 1% 
  
Negative:  
Not a team player/did not get along with crew/people 5% 
Quit work 5% 
Negative attitude/inappropriate behaviour 4% 
Needed direction/supervision for all tasks/not able to work 
independently 3% 
Did not have the skills/know-how for the job 3% 
Need to develop better work ethics 1% 
Attendance problems 1% 
Did not ask questions/get help/communicate with supervisors 1% 
Note: Since respondents could mention more than one, responses do not add to 100%.  
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Employee Performance Evaluation Quotes: 
 
Yes!  S/he is a hard worker with eagerness to learn.  S/he is dependable, outgoing and 
maintains a positive attitude. 
 
S/he had a calm and organized demeanor.  S/he fared very well in this position which 
required a high level of organization, safety awareness and adaptability to new 
situations.  It was a pleasure working with her/him. 
 
I would not recommend her/him for re hire in a field position.  S/he did not appear to 
want to participate in field activities, and was often inappropriately dressed for them. 
S/he also needs fairly close supervision. 
 
 
5.3.3 Application and Hiring Processes 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, the BCCF coordinated all recruitment and 
undertook the vast majority of hiring.  Coordinators tried to involve sponsors in 
recruitment and this involvement ranged from phone contact only to – in a few cases of 
remote project sites – the sponsor interviewing and recommending to BCCF that the 
student be hired.  As a partner, TNT hired crews for the projects that it managed.   
 
Views of the wage rates ($12/hour for workers and $14/hour for supervisors) were mixed 
but most respondents agreed that they were low for the prevailing market.  This is 
particularly true for the supervisor’s wage; similar positions elsewhere pay $18/hour and 
up.  The rate raises questions about crew safety and accountability.  Supervisors, 
particularly those in remote sites, play a major role in project success and $14/hour 
neither attracts the best candidates nor provides fair compensation for the 
responsibilities involved.  Similarly, the single $12/hour rate leads to inequities (e.g. a 
person with a graduate degree doing elk recovery work gets the same rate as a 
freshman trail builder).  
 
In 2005, the late timing would suggest that many Corps workers were hired because 
they couldn’t find a position elsewhere.  They may have taken the job because (1) it was 
the only position available; and (2) they had an interest in working in the environmental 
field regardless of wage rates.  Regardless of applicants’ motivation, there were few 
problems finding appropriate candidates and the majority of appointments were felt to be 
suitable.  
 
The extended timing in 2006 should allow for a more competitive and thorough 
recruitment situation.  While interviews may still be compressed into a three- or four-
week period, the additional time provides for much more publicity about the jobs, more 
documentation of job descriptions and employment conditions, and most likely a greater 
number of candidates applying.  This situation will provide a much better test of the 
recruitment process than occurred in the start-up year.   
 
According to participants in the online focus group and interviews, most had found the 
application process simple and had had no problem with it. Two were already working 
for the BCCF when they heard about the positions. One participant noted that s/he did 
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not find the process very rigorous – the application was not very formal and the interview 
even less so. Two noted that they had had very formal “government-type” interviews 
(e.g., with questions graded and added up for a final score). 
 
Participants said BCCF staff, MOE staff or a combination of both interviewed them. 
Timing was an issue for almost all these participants – a number mentioned starting 
within a week of their interview. This was difficult for participants when they did not have 
much time to give notice to their existing employers (or had to work at two jobs for a 
while to work out their notice) and/or it was challenging if they were moving to a new 
location to work. 
 
Participant Quotes: 
 
Simple – I was contacted right away… but I had to work two jobs for two weeks to fulfill 
previous employment obligations. 
 
I had to start the job on Monday after an interview on Friday… It would have been nice 
to give my previous employer more notice…  
 
…I had that problem too, I got hired 2 weeks before the job started…. I actually had to 
start late so I could move, etc. 
 
 
5.4 How well does project implementation work? 
 
5.4.1 Description 
 
Project Implementation activities include: 

• Notifying and informing sponsors (discussed above); 
• Participant training and orientation; 
• Developing workplans; 
• Acquiring equipment and materials; 
• Conducting project-specific training; 
• Coordinating/conducting human resource activities; 
• Supervising and mentoring participants (discussed below); and, 
• Carrying out on-site project requirements  

 
Their implementation objectives are to orient participants/sponsors to their obligations 
and implement projects according to standards. 
 
Key differences in these activities between 2005/06 and planned for 2006/07 include: 

• Changes to the training to be presented;  
• Better diversity/complexity in participant’s day-to-day activities; and, 
• More detailed workplans being developed, earlier in the process. 
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5.4.2 Overall Impressions 
 
According to the 97 participants who had completed forms in the participant database at 
the time of our analysis, their most frequent positive impressions18 were the:  

 
• overall positive/beneficial experience they had had;  
• opportunity to gain work experience/a “foot in the door”; and, 
• opportunity to learn.  

 
Negative comments were much less frequent, but included: 
 

• organizational problems/glitches (sometimes attributed to it being the first year 
the program was being offered); 

• that projects could be more stimulating/educational; 
• a lack of contact/direction/you’re on your own; and, 
• pay issues/low wages. 

 
Exhibit 10 – Overall Impressions  
 
 
Positive  

Participants 
(n=97) 

Overall positive/great idea/beneficial 66% 
Great opportunity to gain work experience/contacts in Ministry/to find 
work in this field/foot-in-the door 37% 
Educational/learned from experts in the field/challenging tasks/good 
training/workshops 35% 
Valuable/helping communities/ecology/wildlife 24% 
Great staff/mentorship/coordinators/speakers 13% 
Liked the outdoor experience/nature/camping/being fun 7% 
  
Negative  
Organizational problems with the program/glitches due to being 1st 
year this is offered/no clear objectives/guidelines 9% 
Projects could be more educational/stimulating/less manual and more 
educational/lots of quiet times 4% 
Lack of contact with supervisors/coordinators/lack of direction/you're 
on your own 3% 
Pay issues/problems with submitting worksheets on the net/low wages 2% 
Note: Since respondents could mention more than one, responses do not add to 100%.  
 

                                                 
18 One of the topics on the participants project evaluation forms was “Evaluation of the BC Conservation 
Corps Program: (Did you find the program beneficial? Positive/negative?)”. 
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Participant Quotes: 
 
Overall I think the program is a great idea and gives a chance to people with little 
experience in the field to gain more experience in order to apply for future long-term 
positions.   
 
The program was beneficial and positive.  I looked forward to going to work. 
 
I think the program had good intentions, and projects may have been a success in other 
areas... Having a coordinator half way across the province serves no purpose. 
Impossible to act at arms length to ministry officials. Training before job should have 
been better. 
 
 
During the stakeholder interviews, three factors consistently emerged as the keys to 
prompt and effective project implementation:  
 

 whether the project was new or ongoing;  
 the degree of planning and involvement by sponsors; and  
 the crew supervisor’s leadership abilities and/or workers’ initiative. 

 
Of these factors, the critical ingredient was sponsor planning and involvement.  Little 
guidance was provided to sponsors to define their role or expectations of them; the sole 
directives issued in this vein were (1) that workers were to be treated as contractors 
employed by BCCF; and (2) the aforementioned prohibition from using government 
facilities.  Program coordinators subsequently prepared and disseminated a “roles and 
responsibilities” document.   
 
5.4.3. Training/Orientation 
 
In 2005/06, training was done in two sub-groups – training was provided to all Corps 
members, other than Bear Aware participants whose training was done separately.  
 
According to the 97 participants who had completed forms in the participant database at 
the time of our analysis, the most frequent training19 they had received was:  
 

• the initial BCCF orientation/CORE training; 
• safety training; 
• Bear aware training; and, 
• fuel/fire suppression training. 

 
Participants in the online focus group and interviews held mixed views on the initial 
BCCC training/orientation. Some enjoyed meeting the MOE/BCCF coordinators and 
other people working on various jobs. One appreciated the CORE training and found it 
relevant to their position. Others found the training very general and did not find that it 
applied to their work. Some noted that the training should depend on your previous 
experience – that those with more field experience find the training less helpful. Two 
                                                 
19 Another of the topics on the participants project evaluation forms was “Training Received: (please list all 
training courses attended and on the job training received)”. 
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mentioned that they had already completed the CORE training before joining the Corps 
and two others that they had not participated in the BCCC’s CORE training and 
appreciated this flexibility. 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, the CORE training did not successfully meet 
the BCCC’s needs. It was out of date and did not have a stewardship focus. Significant 
changes were made to the training as it proceeded. For example, the safety training was 
substantially modified – from a description of WCB requirements and responsibilities to a 
focus on more operationally relevant safety procedures. The curriculum continues to be 
modified, in part with a grant from the Ministry of Health’s ActNow initiative. The 
following exhibit illustrates the focus of the training in 2005/06. 
 
Exhibit 11 – Conservation Training Objectives And Topics 
 
 
2005/06 Conservation Training Objectives: 
 
• Learn about Hunters’ heritage and the hunter’s role in wildlife management. 
 
• Be able to define some ecology and wildlife management terms (e.g., wildlife classification – 
game animals, furbearing animals, non-game animals, threatened species and endangered 
species). 
 
• Learn the four basic requirements of all wildlife. 
 
• Recognize how wildlife managers protect and manage wildlife and habitat. 
 
 
Project-specific training or orientation was very inconsistent. A few participants in the 
focus group and interviews reported receiving a lot, others none at all. Most participants 
said they had received “some” (very basic) or “not very much”.  
 
Virtually all the sponsors interviewed reported having provided some form of project-
specific training to their participants.  A common complaint – again – was the lack of time 
available to plan this training, book facilities, set up presentations, and so on.  
Nevertheless, most sponsors felt that the training phase went fairly well, they covered 
the basic requirements, and they are better prepared for future sessions.  
 
In part, the variability in project-specific orientation and training depended on the nature 
of the projects and the skills participants brought to them. Some projects and 
participants required more orientation than others. As well, participants learned “on the 
job” as projects progressed and as they acquired new skills related to specific tasks.  
 
5.4.4 Project Start Up 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, start up experiences were mixed, as might be 
expected in the context of a new program launching some 35 projects around the 
province in a limited time. Ongoing projects with established partners – which accounted 
for about half of Corps positions – generally enjoyed a seamless implementation despite 
the challenging circumstances.  Several first-time projects encountered start-up glitches 
ranging from confusion over requirements (e.g. should a roving crew use tents, motels or 
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rent a centrally-located house?) to missing equipment (an outreach crew never received 
tents and other gear approved in the budget) to a flawed workplan that had to be redone 
after a month of frustration.  Other challenges were transitions in MOE staff access and 
clarifying roles and responsibilities. These challenges were either worked around or 
satisfactorily resolved.  All projects were substantially completed; only a few delivered 
somewhat less output than planned or expected.   
 
Online focus group and interview participants noted that project start up went more 
smoothly when they were able to plan it themselves or were joining an ongoing project. It 
worked less well when projects started late, the project was “new work” and/or firm 
direction was lacking or there was miscommunication. 
 
5.4.5 Day-To-Day Work Activities And Wages 
 
Online focus group and interview participants mostly enjoyed their day to day work 
activities – positive elements they mentioned were the variety or mix of work, fun or 
challenging work, doing fieldwork, being outdoors (in beautiful spots) and working with 
good people. They also mentioned negative elements such as last minute changes in 
workplans (though changing workplans generally was not a problem), mundane or 
routine tasks (though these sometimes help to break up a hectic pace) and conflicts 
between crew members. Poorly detailed and out of date workplans also came in for 
some criticism. One participant found that the work was routine at the beginning but got 
progressively more challenging as MOE staff learned what s/he could do.  
 
Participants also raised low wages as a negative element of the work. Participants 
thought that the wages were set low because: 
 

• the BCCC is looking for inexperienced participants; 
• the program is meant primarily for people who are looking for entry level work; 
• the government can save money by contracting out through BCCF; and/or  
• more BCCC participants can be hired. 

 
Dissatisfaction with wages was higher among those who had been previously been 
employed in similar positions at higher wages (e.g., as a coop student) and/or were 
working alongside others doing the same work for higher pay. One noted that the low 
wages acted as a disincentive for students to become Corps members. Another noted 
that the wage received doesn’t cover his/her next year’s tuition.  
 
The low wage was counterbalanced in the minds of some by the experience they 
received, their enjoyment of their job and/or their not having much experience when they 
started. 
 
Some participants discussed offering a wage range differentiated by: 

 
• level of responsibility (including crew supervisors); 
• whether you’ve completed a degree; and/or 
• extent of participants’ previous experience. 

 
One participant noted that a wage range such as this might result in greater competition 
for the higher paying jobs including those with more experience which “kinda defeats the 
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purpose of the Corps program.” That is – the acquiring of initial experience at the 
beginning of a career – those vital “first jobs”. 
 
Participant Quotes: 
 
Pretty good. I had a mixture of field work and interesting office projects.  
 
Always changing… the slightest change in weather changed everything.  
 
The wage indicates the inexperience level that was being sought to fulfill a lot of the 
positions. 
 
The wage wasn’t terrible, it was just hard working alongside people doing the same work 
as me and getting paid twice as much – I was happy to have the work so I’m not 
complaining. 
 
 
5.4.6 Access To The Ministry 
 
Online focus group and interview participants varied in terms of the amount of access 
they had to MOE and its resources. In some cases, they had very little access and 
worked from home or BCCF offices, for example. In others, they worked primarily in the 
field and had limited access to office space for data entry, meetings or reporting. In a few 
others, they were on-site most of the week and off-site for field activities the remainder of 
the time. Some lack of access to Ministry resources (office space, computers/databases, 
email addresses, telephones, passcards or washrooms) was an issue for many 
participants.  
 
Expectations last year should be different from those this year. Last year, both 
participants and sponsors expected participants to be able to access Ministry resources. 
This year, budgets have been proposed which clearly indicate that these resources are 
being contracted for or contributed in-kind by other partners.  
 
According to program staff, the BCCC is subject to the same constraints that govern the 
Ministry’s dealings with all contractors. That is, the Ministry is unable to provide access 
to Ministry space on a regular basis or permit the use of government resources such as 
vehicles, unless this has been expressly provided for in the contract. These constraints 
have the unfortunate effect of reducing the interaction between Corps participants and 
Ministry staff. 
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5.5 How well does monitoring work? 
 
5.5.1 Description: 
 
Monitoring activities include: 
 

• carrying out due diligence (through site visits by BCCC and BCCF coordinators); 
• ensuring the safety, professional, technical and scientific standards are being 

met; 
• communicating as needed with participants and sponsors; and, 
• producing final report cards. 

 
Their implementation objectives are tracking progress, making adjustments and ensuring 
successful completion of projects according to standards. 
 
Key differences between activities in 2005/06 and planned for 2006/07 include: 
 

• hiring of a BCCF field coordinator; and, 
• more active sponsor involvement. 

 
5.5.2 Supervision, Mentoring, Coordination and Monitoring 
 
The evaluation found considerable confusion around the roles and responsibilities 
associated with “supervision”, “mentoring”, “coordination” and “monitoring”. For example, 
according to those interviewed:  
 

• BCCF staff are called coordinators and/or supervisors; 
• Some MOE staff are called coordinators and do monitoring; 
• Some MOE staff are called sponsors, and interviewees talk about them 

coordinating (workplans), supervising and/or mentoring participants;  
• Some non-MOE staff are also called sponsors and conduct similar activities; and, 
• Some non-MOE staff are called contractors, and interviewees also talk about 

them supervising, coordinating or monitoring participants. 
 
According to the BCCC website (the formal source for this information) (italics added): 

Ministry staff liaise with Foundation staff and other partners, participate in 
orientation, provide field support and direction (particularly in relation to 
standards and safety), and assist in mentoring. Project sponsors and 
program experts within the Ministry mentor participants in Conservation 
Corps projects. 

The Foundation has responsibility for managing the day-to-day operations of 
the Conservation Corps. Administrative duties include managing payroll and 
other ongoing human resources issues connected with employment. The 
Foundation's key operational role involves management of individual 
projects in accordance with the specifications provided by the Ministry. In 
consultation with project sponsors and program staff in the Ministry, the 
Foundation is responsible for organizing the logistics of all projects. The 
Foundation must ensure that supplies, materials, equipment, transportation 
and personnel are in place, at the appropriate times and locations, to 
facilitate the successful completion of the project deliverables within the 
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budget that is allocated. The Foundation reports to the Ministry on a 
regular/periodic basis respecting the financial and operational status of all 
projects and provides a final report upon the conclusion of each project.  

For focus group and interview participants, supervision or coordination meant, very 
basically – who they went to with their questions. For some this was very straightforward 
– if it was an administrative question (timesheet, payroll) they went to the BCCF. If it was 
“project-related” or “technical” they went to someone in the MOE as their BCCF 
supervisor did not have the technical background required to answer the question. For 
others, it was more complicated. For example, one participant used the following 
contacts, for: 
 

• administrative questions – BCCF; 
• species identification – a contractor; 
• project “scope of work” questions – MOE sponsor; and, 
• local geography (map) questions – local/regional MOE staff.  

 
When asked whether BCCF or MOE staff supervised them, one-half of the online focus 
group and interview participants said the BCCF and one-half said MOE – two were 
unsure (it was confusing). Good supervision was characterized by: 
 

• staff being there when participants needed them (willing/able to help when I had 
problems); 

• regular progress meetings; and/or,  
• many opportunities for communication.  

 
Poor supervision was characterized by minimal to no contact.  
 
When asked how often they met with their supervisor, a few online focus group 
participants mentioned that they had a lot of phone contact with them, some reported 
they met weekly (or more often), while a similar proportion reported they met less 
frequently or only periodically/as often as needed (to suit the project).  
 
Most of the online focus group participants had received a visit from one of the MOE 
project coordinators at some time during their project. 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, even though BCCF was the acknowledged 
manager of all projects, monitoring was shared among BCCF staff, BCCC coordinators, 
sponsors and TNT for their projects.  These arrangements were often confusing and 
resulted in a less-than-satisfactory record of project monitoring in the start-up year.   
 
The uncertainty around monitoring was based in confusion over roles among the various 
players: who was responsible for what issues, who made what decisions, how 
communications took place, and so on.  One apparent division of responsibilities was 
that sponsors would monitor the technical aspects of projects, whereas BCCF monitored 
administrative aspects.  The reason for the division was simple at the time. The BCCF 
did not have the technical capability to monitor these projects.  Unfortunately, this 
division was neither formalized nor adequately communicated to many sponsors.  
Several sponsors had minimal interaction with Corps workers and a few never met with 
students working on the project they had sponsored.  The role of BCCC sponsors was 
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described as “mentoring” but that term was not adequately explained and differentiated 
from their “monitoring” role.  
 
Another significant factor in BCCF’s monitoring activities was geographic coverage.  
BCCF has four offices – Surrey, Nanaimo, Williams Lake and Kamloops.  The Kamloops 
coordinator was responsible for the area extending from the Okanagan to Fort St. John, 
which featured half the BCCC projects, including administration on 17 Bear Aware sites.  
There was also a Bear Aware provincial coordinator who was the project manager and 
was responsible for recruitment of project delivery specialists and all technical aspects of 
delivery for the Bear Aware program. Both the Kamloops coordinator and the Bear 
Aware provincial coordinator attended the separate Bear Aware training which took five 
days. The Kamloops coordinator was stretched thin; her field visits outside Kamloops 
were rare and she did not visit some sites around and north of Prince George.  The vast 
majority of contact with workers in these areas was through telephone and email.   
  
Under these challenging circumstances, most sponsors took up the slack in terms of 
project monitoring and management. The vast majority of field visits and inspections 
(where appropriate) were carried out by these sponsors.  In the handful of cases where 
sponsors’ involvement was minimal or non-existent, project management suffered.  
BCCF did not require project workers or crews to prepare work plans.  Several sponsors 
imposed this requirement on workers, and a few noted that such planning exercises 
gave valuable job skills to these workers.  By all accounts, the interaction among BCCF, 
MOE and TNT staff was positive and effective. 
 
Several sponsors invested considerable time and effort to ensure successful projects.  
One developed a unique template within the region for planning trail projects.  It included 
project descriptions, locations and guidance for the crew, which enabled effective 
advance planning and let the crew proceed independently to the site. In addition, two 
senior rangers assigned to the project coordinated submissions on trail development; 
contributed to project planning; spent time up front with the crew explaining 
requirements/expectations; and did on-site inspections of finished work.  This region also 
supported the crew with field equipment such as a satellite phone and bear spray.  The 
team developed the project schedule a month ahead so everyone knew the crew’s 
whereabouts well in advance.  Workers got a variety of duties, not just trail repairs (e.g. 
weed identification, which was considered important to their experience and exposure to 
MOE).   
 
Many sponsors accompanied or met with Corps workers on selected field trips.  Since 
many of the workers had little or no experience in basic field situations – such as driving 
backcountry roads in winter, or interpreting maps – they required more orientation and 
guidance than that provided through an office-based briefing.  One sponsor noted that 
he “never let the worker go into the back country alone” and another provided detailed 
orientation so that the worker “knew who the landowners were, what gates to go 
through, what back roads/logging roads to use.” 
 
The BCCC coordinators visited every project at least once in the duration of the 
program. The site visits were planned to allow for an opportunity for the participants, 
coordinators and sponsors to identify successes and challenges for each project. 
Challenges, including those around roles and responsibilities, were addressed in the 
field at the time of the site visit. 
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To the considerable credit of those involved in managing and monitoring activities, all of 
the projects were substantially completed. It is expected that much of the difficulty and 
confusion related to project oversight during the first year will be addressed in the 
current year.  In part, this is due to the BCCF hiring a full-time project coordinator in early 
February 2006. The responsibilities of this person are to provide BCCC participants with 
the support required to complete tasks as described in their project descriptions. 
Nevertheless, the delineation of roles and responsibilities remained a risk requiring 
further clarification and management by the program at the time of the evaluation.  
 
Based on the participant and stakeholder feedback the evaluation received, participants, 
as BCCF employees contracted to perform work on Ministry projects, need the following 
from Ministry staff: 
 

• Information on:  
o scope of work/specification of requirements/terms of reference – what 

needs or is going to be done (and to some extent why) – the activities, 
tasks and what deliverables will be produced.  

o how they should be done (orientation/start up instructions and 
review/inspection/monitoring) e.g., equipment, procedures, standards and 
safety.  

o when things need to be done – a schedule, as well as how long to expect 
things to take. 

• Feedback through regular progress meetings or updates; 
• Feedback on questions or issues as they arise; and, 
• Feedback from someone reviewing the tasks they have completed and 

deliverables. 
 

As well, participants need a single point of contact for this information and feedback – 
though having a second point of contact for administrative issues is not problematic. 
 
5.6 How well does the BCCC manage its contracts? 
 
5.6.1 Description: 
 
Contract management activities include: 

 
• Conducting the RFP process; 
• Reviewing contractor performance; and, 
• Undertaking contracts/subcontracts. 

 
Their implementation objectives are to direct the contractor’s role, clarify expectations, 
acquire services efficiently and establish contract relationships. 
 
Key differences between activities in 2005/06 and in 2006/07 include: 

 
• there’s no RFP process, rather a contract renewal process in 2006/07; and, 
• an additional sub-contract, with TNT, has been added in 2006/07. 

 
In 2005/06 the program managed a primary contract – that with the BCCF. The BCCF 
sub-contracted with the BC Wildlife Federation for training services.  
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According to the documents reviewed, the timing for the primary contract tendering was 
extremely tight in 2005. The RFP was issued on February 25, 2005, and proposals were 
due 3 weeks later (March 10, 2005). The BC Conservation Foundation submitted one of 
several proposals, which were to be reviewed with respect to a) Suitability of the 
proposed solution (extent it meets Ministry needs, program creativity, implementation 
plan/scheduling and interaction with other programs), Planning/Project/Contract 
Management and Pricing. 
 
According to the RFP, the successful contract would assume the following project 
management tasks and responsibilities: 
 

• incorporating job safety, first aid, WHMIS, technical training and scheduling of 
work for participants after consultation with the Project sponsor or designate; 

• providing day to day supervision of participants including overseeing their 
conduct, discipline, safety, hours of work and transportation (to and from job 
sites), if required; 

• arranging for the supply of and managing tools, equipment, project supplies and 
materials required for the work to be completed by participants; and, 

• scheduling participants participation in public events  
 
They would also assume the following contract management tasks: payroll services, 
managing employment issues, ensuring compliance with provincial employment 
legislation, budget management and control, record keeping 
 
The contract’s review and evaluation a year later suggests that these tasks and 
responsibilities remained fundamentally the same over the year. The BCCF successfully 
completed most of the obligations in the review, especially with respect to financial and 
logistical administration. Recommendations for the next year focus on: field supervision, 
promotion and outreach, the coordination of partnership funding and development, the 
sub-contract with BCWF, ensuring the BCCF has the capacity to complete the “report 
card” and evaluation and the confirmation of safety training delivery and content. 
 
According to the stakeholders interviewed, all evidence suggests that BCCF did a 
credible job with the administrative aspects of the BCCC contract, which includes: 

 
• Recruitment and employee records;  
• Financial management: budgeting, payroll, accounts payable, expenditure 

tracking and reporting, purchasing; and  
• Reporting on project completion  

 
BCCF uses an in-house project accounting system designed to track and report on 
projects such as those within BCCC.  Staff provided guidance to sponsors on budgeting 
for “private sector” as opposed to MOE in-house projects.  Likewise, BCCF’s experience 
recruiting for many similar projects over the past decade proved useful, and by all 
accounts, their coordinators effectively engaged sponsors to assist in the recruitment 
process.  The Foundation implemented an improved employee check-in system that 
helps Field Coordinators monitor employee time and status.  Upon completion of a 
project, the worker(s) completes a “BCCC Crew Project Completion Report” that 
provides a profile of the project as well as its activities and results.  
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BCCF hired a full-time Program Coordinator for 2006 to take over the role filled by the 
Executive Director in 2005.  This move is intended to provide more support and 
coordination in the field for all projects.  Also in 2006, BCCF will sub-contract several 
projects to The Nature Trust which should streamline their management (in 2005, TNT 
projects included 46 positions).   
 
Several factors impede the ability of a contractor, such as the BCCF, to manage all 
aspects of BCCC projects: 

 
• The variety of technical and field knowledge and skills required by the projects;  
• The variety of substantive topics covered (from badgers and elk, to water quality, 

invasive plants and fire ecology); 
• The projects’ wide range of primary locations and physical distances from central 

offices. 
 
These impediments raise the question of whether a single contractor can be adequately 
equipped to fulfill the role of BCCC project manager.  Including other contractors, such 
as TNT in a project management role will improve coverage because TNT has a 
presence in several areas of the province that BCCF does not.  Nevertheless, as a few 
sponsors succinctly put it, “There is more to project management than collecting 
timesheets and paying invoices.”  Without technical knowledge, is it possible for a BCCF 
Field Coordinator to actually supervise a group of Corps workers?  Likewise, can that 
Field Coordinator be held accountable for managing a project staffed by students in a 
remote site that she never visits, and for which supervision consists of bi-weekly 
telephone conversations?  
 
The situation makes it difficult for BCCF to fulfill all of the program’s requirements.   
Lacking technical knowledge and a strong on-site presence, the Foundation may not be 
able to manage all aspects of the Corps.  The BCCF role in practice is to provide 
administrative support to the program. It is not a comprehensive role of managing 
projects and being accountable for their satisfactory completion. Relationships between 
the BCCC, BCCF and MOE sponsors need to be refined to ensure that proper 
accountabilities are in place, especially with respect to the technical aspects of the 
projects.  
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6.0 WHAT ADJUSTMENTS COULD BE MADE TO IMPROVE THE BCCC?  
 
The evaluation addressed this question by analyzing responses on suggested 
improvements or changes from the stakeholder interviews and participant feedback 
mechanisms. Findings on suggested adjustments are presented in this section.  The 
suggestions are not necessarily endorsed by the evaluators; their recommendations are 
presented in the following chapter.  
 
According to the 97 participants who had completed project evaluation forms in the 
participant database at the time of our analysis, the most frequent changes they would 
recommend20 are: 
 

• be more organized and have more clearly defined roles, accurate job 
descriptions, etc.; and, 

• better communication with supervisors/ministry staff, weekly staff meetings, etc. 
 
Also somewhat frequent were recommendations around: 
 

• higher wages; 
• more training/education; 
• communication with other projects; and, 
• access to work station for paperwork/storage, as well as to computers/software. 

 
Less frequently, but still mentioned regularly were suggestions for: 
 

• more flexibility/ability to plan workplans;  
• more challenging activities; and, 
• longer-term funding for activities. 

 
Suggested adjustments from participants in the online focus group and interviews 
included: 
 

• provide more knowledge of the project up front (no one really knew what we were 
about); 

 
• more jobs that allow students to go back to school at the end (end by the Sept 

long weekend); 
 

• improve “mentoring” and technical supervision – one main contact, directly 
involved, who mentors; 

 
• get students more involved in planning; 

 
• provide access to an experienced environmental technician – a person to speed 

up our problem solving; 
 

• provide limited access to an office space for working  ;  
 

                                                 
20 One of the questions on the project evaluation forms was “Recommendations”.  
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• have the Ministry more comfortable providing access to Corps members e.g., 
email address, telephone or passcard. Treat BCCC employees, if required, more 
like MOE employees so that the resources required to do the job are more 
accessible; 

 
• provide wages on a par with responsibilities, experience, etc.; and,  

 
• don’t send bear spray, first aid kit, etc. in the mail when the MOE office has all 

the equipment needed. 
 
Stakeholders interviewed recommended the following: 
 

• Fund longer projects, in terms of number of months; 
 

• Continue to improve the application process; 
 

• Announce selection decisions sooner – continue to increase the amount of time 
between project approvals by MOE and project start dates – and communicate 
reasons why projects did or did not get selected; 

 
• Communicate more with the public about the program and projects (a program 

announcement, project press releases, etc.); 
 
• Ensure high quality technical standards through orientation, quality control and 

regular meetings; 
 

• Increase flexibility in terms of access e.g., similar to a coop or auxiliary person’s 
access – so the participant can be around other staff more;  

 
• Ensure MOE regional staff/sponsors are actively involved with projects; 

 
• Ensure that approved projects have sufficiently detailed workplans and that 

they’re available early enough in the project’s life; 
 

• Hold a pre-season supervisor workshop, increase supervisor wages to $16 and 
recruit on qualifications/standards; 

 
• Foster morale by providing a $1 per hour wage raise for returnees; 

 
• Continue with the partnership between MOE, BCCF and TNT; and, 
 
• Have a larger budget, fund more projects. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1 Is the BCCC working as intended? 
 
Overall, the BCCC operates as intended. A majority of the 145 participants in 2005/06 
acquired valuable work experience and contacts within the environmental sector as a 
result of the BC Conservation Corps. They acquired new field skills as well as more 
general employment skills. Their experience contributed to their career goals. In some 
cases, they increased their knowledge of MOE and a number found related employment 
with the Ministry or elsewhere in the environmental sector. The work accomplished by 
Corps participants contributed to meeting Ministry priorities. 
 
Factors influencing these outcomes included: 
 

• the specific activities the participants worked on; 
• how well organized projects were (e.g., up to date and detailed workplans, 

logistics, timing); 
• the contact and level of involvement participants had with Ministry, BCCF and 

TNT staff, as well as level of access  to Ministry resources;  
• the extent to which they had already worked for the Ministry, BCCF or TNT or 

had contacts in these organizations; and, 
• participants’ academic qualifications and career goals coming into the BCCC. 

 
The constraints noted in the BCCC’s logic model limit some of its intended outcomes, 
however. In particular, the employment structure and mentoring constraints affected the 
strength and nature of participants’ relationships with the Ministry (though not with the 
environmental sector as a whole). In terms of employment structure, government 
direction was for Corps participants to be employed by an agency outside government – 
in an arms length relationship. This direction also included parameters that made it 
difficult for Corps participants to interact with sponsors due to the limited amount of time 
they could spend in MOE/government offices. These parameters were set externally to 
the BCCC in order to meet other objectives. As a result, opportunities for mentoring by 
MOE staff were restricted. Both of these constraints served in 2005/06 to reduce 
participants’ contact with MOE staff and thereby the strength of their relationships with 
the Ministry. Despite this, many project sponsors were able to mentor participants 
through scheduled meetings and monitoring visits, which respected the boundaries of 
the contractual relationship between the BCCF and the MOE. 
 
Is the BCCC effective and efficient? 
 
Overall, the BCCC was most effective and efficient in terms of  
 

• Enabling the Ministry and other sponsors to complete work that otherwise would 
not have been done;  

• Getting started up and into field as effectively and quickly as it did, in particular in 
terms of its contracting, outreach, project selection and participant selection 
activities; and, 

• The quality of the participants hired (with some exceptions) and the experience 
they gained (when their activities were diverse/complex).  

 
The biggest challenges to the program’s effectiveness and efficiency have been:  
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• The short start up timeframes in 2005/06 – from program announcement in 

February 2005 to field starts in April/May 2005;  
• Training and orientation issues – both in terms of the initial CORE training as well 

as in terms of the project-specific orientation and training offered to some 
participants; and, 

• Ensuring that Corps participants worked within the employment structure and 
mentoring constraints noted above; 

• Relationships with partners whose desired goals and mandates went beyond the 
Ministry’s objectives for the program; and,  

• The lack of clarity around roles/responsibilities for participant supervision, 
coordination and mentoring. A situation intensified by the lack of access to 
Ministry resources, as well as the complex project management demands 
resulting from such varied and geographically dispersed projects. 

 
What adjustments could be made to improve the BCCC? 
 
The evaluation recommends the BCCC: 
 
Promotion and Outreach 
 

• Expand promotion activities with divisions other than the Environmental 
Stewardship Division, for example with the Environmental Protection Division and 
the new Oceans and Marine Fisheries Division.  

 
• Be clear about sponsor involvement expectations from the beginning of the 

process – in outreach activities and in the project application process/proposal 
guidelines. The relationship is not a “classic contractor” nor a “classic student” 
one. Set expectations up front by specifying the kinds of involvement that 
sponsors (or others they involve) are expected to have (and not have) with 
BCCC participants. 

 
• Continue with more active promotion and outreach efforts aimed at potential 

applicants. Where possible, incorporate existing Corps members in these 
activities in their regions or communities. Many participants are positive about 
their experience with the BCCC and would make articulate advocates for the 
program.  

 
Project Selection 

• Consider establishing more than one window for BCCC project proposals (e.g. 
use quarterly or at least biannual deadlines). If continuing with a single window, 
make and communicate project selection decisions earlier in the calendar year 
(i.e., late January/early February).  Set a target turn-around period (say, 30 days) 
for making and communicating decisions on project proposals.  

 
• Increase communications around proposals accepted and not accepted – and 

why. No information other than the decision (via the posting of a list of selected 
projects) is reportedly being provided to unsuccessful proponents. And there 
appears to be a link between sponsors not having their project selected and their 
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not making a proposal the following year. Over time, this may narrow the pool of 
project proposals received. 

• Consider extending the maximum project funding period from nine to twelve 
months, in order to accommodate year-round projects or those with year-round 
potential. Likewise, consider how to accommodate projects spread over two 
fiscal years regardless of length, e.g. Black Brant monitoring (Brant migrations 
don’t always coincide with government’s fiscal year).  

 
Participant Selection 
 

• Encourage repeat hirings for outstanding participants when they are appropriate 
to project requirements. Additional work experience on BCCC/Ministry projects 
has the potential to strengthen participants’ contacts and relationships with 
Ministry staff over the longer-term.  

 
• Monitor recent graduate and continuing student sub-groups within the Corps as 

they have different interests and expectations. For example, recent graduates 
are more likely to be interested in being employed by the Ministry immediately 
after having completed a BCCC project. Continuing students will be more 
interested in projects, which end at the end of the summer so they can return to 
their programs in the fall. 

 
Project Implementation 
 

• Improve the initial training/orientation provided to all Corps members – both at 
the program and project levels. Ensure that sponsors provide project-specific 
orientation at the beginning of each project, as appropriate. (Training on the 
activities required to safely complete the project workplan to MOE standards). 

 
• Ensure that all approved projects have adequate workplans covering the entire 

period, and ensure these are reviewed by participants prior to project start up. 
Continue to ensure that participants’ workplans include the opportunity to 
undertake career-related (diverse/complex) activities on their Corps projects. For 
example, crew members doing interpretive or species-at-risk inventory work in 
addition to trail maintenance activities. 

 
• Determine and communicate what “limited access” to Ministry resources is 

acceptable and unacceptable. For example, clarify whether meetings once a 
week in the Ministry (sponsor’s) office and/or access to a Ministry database on-
site once a month (e.g., for data entry) are acceptable or not.  

 
• Identify and implement measures to support crew supervisors. These could 

include specialized supervisory training and orientation, a higher wage or other 
incentives, structured mentoring sessions during the course of projects and post-
project debriefings. 

 
Monitoring 
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• Ensure project sponsors (or the others they involve) are actively involved with 
participants – providing information on the scope of work, orientation and timing, 
as well as feedback through regular progress update meetings, responding to 
questions/issues as they arise and reviewing completed tasks/deliverables. 

• Regardless of the roles that are ultimately defined, clarify expectations for 
sponsors and participants in terms of mentoring, monitoring and management of 
projects.  

 
Contract Management 

• Address the issues surrounding the BCCF’s current role as manager of BCCC 
projects, and particularly the impediments that currently make this role difficult.  
There are a number of options available for structuring BCCF involvement in the 
program, the central requirement being that any project manager must have the 
skills and capacity to be responsible and accountable for project deliverables. 
These contracting options include, for example, maintaining the BCCF as 
contracting authority (responsible for the administration of the contract) but 
assigning technical authority (responsibility for matters concerning the technical 
content of the work under the contract) to: 

o a) the BCCF for some projects (e.g., Bear Aware);  

o b) other partners for some projects (e.g., TNT); and,  

o c) Ministry staff for some projects. 

As in other contracting environments, the assigned technical authority would be 
responsible for providing the initial scope of work/workplan and orientation, 
reviewing/approving the deliverables produced and receiving project progress 
reports on a regular basis.  

 
• Improve reporting on project objectives and deliverables. At a minimum, ensure 

that information on the extent to which proposed project objectives are being met 
and deliverables being produced is reported back to the BCCC. 
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Appendix A - 2005/06 Project List And Map  
 
1 – Range Resource Assessment  

Description 
Determine habitat suitability by 
performing resource assessment 
surveys for rare and endangered 
species - badger study.  

Location 
100 Mile 
House  

2  –  Salmo Slocan River Patrols  
Description 
Collect angler data and provide information to users 
on closures. Field presence to encourage 
lawfulness.  

Location 
Nelson  

3  –  Lower Mainland Species at Risk  
Description 
Test recovery strategies and educate land-owners 
and decision-makers on the importance of 
managing for biodiversity and species at risk (SAR). 

Location 
Surrey  

4  –  Sea to Sky Angler Survey  
Description 
Interview anglers on lakes to gather data assessing 
effectiveness of stocking programs and 
conservation efforts.  

Location 
Squamish and 
Whistler  

5  –  Okanagan Species at Risk  
Description 
Conduct species at risk inventory, monitoring and 
outreach, gather indigenous knowledge and work 
with local government on cooperative projects.  

Location 
Penticton  

6  –  Prince George Boundary Sign (Omineca Region)  
Description 
Conduct Wildlife management unit (WMU) boundary 
sign inventory and other field sign placement; 
update maps and GPS locations.  

Location 
Prince George - 
Omineca  

7  –  Fort St. John Boundary Sign (Peace Region)  
Description 
Conduct Wildlife management unit (WMU) boundary 
sign inventory and other field sign placement; 
update maps and GPS locations.  

Location 
Peace - Fort St. John 

8  –  Fort St. John Creel Survey  
Description 
Gather information on current angler use, 
preferences and satisfaction on selected waters.  

Location 
Fort St. John  

9  –  Bear Aware / Bear Smart Province Wide  
Description 

Bear Smart – Promote ‘Bear Smart’ 
program.  

Location 
Bear Smart - 
Kamloops, Prince 
George, Terrace and 
Surrey 
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Bear Aware Education – In partnership with 
BC Conservation Foundation deliver programs in 
high incidence bear-human conflict areas.  

Development of Public Information – 
Website and educational material development.  

Bear Aversion – Research the most effective 
way to deal with bear-human conflict in Whistler.  

 
Bear Aware- Prince 
George, Kamloops, 
Williams Lake, 
Kelowna, Castlegar, 
Rossland, Tumbler 
Ridge, Fernie, Elk 
Valley, Golden, 
Squamish, Gibsons, 
North Vancouver, 
Coquitlam, Kimberly 
and Midway 
 
Bear Aversive - 
Whistler 

10  –  Smithers Angler Survey  
Description 
Describe angler demographics, catch rates and 
gear types in the Rainbow Alley-Nilkitwa Lake 
fishery.  

Location 
Smithers  

11  –  Water Flows for Fish - Community Outreach  
Description 
Develop and deliver materials related to water 
resources conservation. Linked to project # 27.  

Location 
Kamloops  

12  –  Grand Forks Conservation  
Description 
Work on marine site and trail construction in 
Gladstone and Christina Lake Parks. Rebuild 
bridges and restore riparian vegetation.  

Location 
Grand Forks  

13  –  Kamloops Conservation  
Description 
Maintain and map trails with GPS units and plot to 
park maps; conduct level 1 trail assessments with 
photo documentation and conduct Backcountry 
Recreation Impact Monitoring reports.  

Location 
Kamloops  

14  –  Kootenay Conservation  
Description 
Conduct recreation and resource monitoring, trail 
and facility maintenance, data collection, ecosystem 
restoration and inventory. 

Location 
Cranbrook  

15  –  Stikine Conservation  
Description 
Monitor trout and moose harvest user 
demographics; perform invasive weed inventory and 
control, creel surveys and trail work, gather 
backcountry user statistics and toilet and bear 
cache installation.  

Location 
Dease Lake  

16  –  Strathcona Conservation  
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Description 
Inventory invasive plants, map vegetation and re-
vegetate, conduct creel survey, repair and maintain 
trails.  

Location 
Black Creek base  

17  –  Black Brant Protection  
Description 
Manage field activities and volunteers in conjunction 
with the Conservation Officer Service, Malaspina 
College, Canadian Wildlife Service and The Nature 
Trust of BC. Public outreach around conservation of 
Black Brant migratory resting habitat.  

Location 
Parksville  

18  –  Water Quality Monitoring – Province wide  
Description 
Support the Ministry’s efforts in water resource 
assessment, monitoring and compliance.  

Location 
Prince George, 
Smithers, Williams 
Lake, Kamloops, 
Nelson, Penticton, 
Surrey and Nanaimo  

19  –  West Nile Virus Risk Assessment  
Description 
Assess wetlands in protected areas for natural 
productivity; GIS overview to identify areas requiring 
assessment for mosquito breeding habitats.  

Location 
Province wide 41 BC 
Parks visited  

20  –  Furbearing Species at Risk  
Description 
Compile Data for furbearing species at risk and 
species important to BC trapping industry.  

Location 
Victoria  

21  –  Invasive Plant Management  
Description 
Gather data and inventory to improve level of 
knowledge around invasive plant presence in parks, 
protected areas and conservation lands. Managed 
in conjunction with Coordinated Invasive Plant 
Inventory Project (CIPIP).  

Location 
Nanaimo and 
Williams Lake  

22  –  Okanagan Fire Ecology  
Description 
Conduct surveys to establish fuel loading within wild 
land urban interface areas. Detailed descriptions of 
fuel characteristics and natural features at risk will 
be compiled. Project also includes restoration in 
Kalamalka Lake Park.  

Location 
Vernon, Penticton 
and Kelowna  

23  –  Bullfrog Inventory  
Description 
Conduct amphibian inventories throughout the 
South Okanagan. Active physical removal of all life 
stages of bullfrogs (trapping, seining, etc).  

Location 
Osoyoos  

24  –  Invasive Plant Management -Thompson  
Description Location 
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Control noxious weeds and develop weed 
management planning. Linked to #21.  

Kamloops  

25  –  East Kootenay Access Management  
Description 
Identify and map locations for Management Unit 
road closures, post signage to assist the public in 
identifying closures; partake in wildlife habitat 
monitoring.  

Location 
Cranbrook  

26  –  Greater Georgia Basin Steelhead Recovery  
Description 
Restoration of Steelhead habitat stocks in the Lower 
Mainland and on Vancouver Island.  

Location 
Nanaimo and Lower 
Mainland  

27  –  Water Flows for Fish - Monitoring  
Description 
Conduct flow monitoring activities and develop and 
deliver materials related to water resources 
conservation.  

Location 
Kamloops  

28  –  Young Anglers Program  
Description 
In cooperation with private sport fishing 
associations, develop and deliver a strategy for 
increasing young angler participation. This project is 
managed by The Fresh Water Fisheries Society of 
BC.  

Location 
Kamloops  

29  –  Project G.O.! Get Outdoors with BC Parks  
Description 
Promote increased outdoor recreation and camping 
amongst youth through an awareness and outreach 
campaign.  

Location 
Victoria and Lower 
Mainland  

30  –  Report All Poachers and Polluters – RAPP  
Description 
Promote the new RAPP program.  

Location 
Campbell River and 
Nanaimo  

31  –  First Nations Limited Entry Elk Harvest Monitoring  
Description 
Provide direct liaison between First Nation Elk 
hunters on North and Central Vancouver Island and 
MOE Wildlife and Conservation Officer Service 
staff.  

Location 
Vancouver Island  

33  –  Birkenhead Lake Bull Trout Conservation  
Description 
Assess wild indigenous bull trout spawner 
escapement and determine the effectiveness of 
conservation measures and release regulations for 
Birkenhead Lake.  

Location 
Surrey  

34  –  Roosevelt Elk Recovery  
Description Location 
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Establish Roosevelt Elk populations in priority areas 
of the Lower Mainland Region. Alleviate problem 
wildlife conflicts with landowners and increase 
wildlife associated recreational opportunities in the 
Lower Mainland Region.  

Sechelt  

35  –  South Okanagan Conservation Crews in partnership with The Nature Trust 
of BC  

Description 
Conduct work including; burdock removal, weed 
control activities and hand seeding of eroded 
portions of wildfire affected sites and other duties on 
conservation lands in the South Okanagan.  

Location 
Penticton base  

36  –  Vancouver Island Conservation Crew in partnership with The 
Nature Trust of BC  

Description 
Conduct work including; boundary marking, signage installation, debris removal and 
restoration plantings on conservation lands on Vancouver Island. 

Location
Nanaimo
base  
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Appendix B - Methodology 
 
In March 2006, the evaluation used three main methodologies to gather and analyse 
findings on these questions of interest. They were: 
 

• A review of program documents and project data/files; 
 

• Stakeholder interviews; and, 
 

• Participant feedback (the analysis of a participant database, an online focus 
group and interviews with participants hired by the MOE). 

 
1.0 Document And File Review 
 
Summary and analysis of documents and project data/files was done to complete 
profiles of proposals and selected projects. These reviews captured specific information 
on each project as well as on the program as a whole. They also analysed information 
on project characteristics (e.g., region, category and participant levels). The reviews 
analysed the following types of evaluation information: 
 

• Project/program delivery indicators (e.g., milestones); 
• Impacts/outcomes (e.g., number of participants, activities planned, etc.); 
• Best practices/lessons learned in terms of project delivery (as evidenced by 

the data); and, 
• Potential enhancements (as evidenced by the data). 

 
The documents reviewed included: 
 

• A workplan and project lists (for year one and year two); 
• Training and orientation materials; 
• Templates for project descriptions, submissions, etc.; and, 
• Contracting documents e.g., the initial RFP, BCCF proposal and contract 

evaluation. 
 

The file review comprised the following components: 
 

• Analysis of all 2005/06 submissions (project master list-initial.xls dated Mar 6, 
2006) both  
- region, division, category, # of participants, # supervisors, # months and rank 
(H/M/L) 
- deliverables, sponsor characteristics, partner characteristics (if identified), 
equipment and risks 

 
• Analysis of all 2005 selected projects (project list WORKING Dec 8.xls dated Dec 

8, 2005) 
- region, category, # of participants, # months (note: rank must have been high to 
have been selected?) 
- project descriptions and selected monitoring reports 

 
• Analysis of all 2006/07 submissions to date (database as of March 14, 2006) 
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- quantitative - region, division, category, # of members, # supervisors, # months, 
# of participant weeks and rank (value and by each criteria), budget size, partner 
contributions and pending funding sources 
- qualitative project descriptions and general notes 
 

• Analysis of all 2006 selected projects (same database as above) 
- region, division, category, # of participants, # months, # of participant weeks, 
budget size, partner contributions and pending funding sources  
 

2.0 Interviews With Key Stakeholders 
 
In total, 25 interviews were conducted by telephone or in person with program 
stakeholders. They were of varying lengths (from 15 minutes to more than an hour). 
They included individual or group interviews with: 

 
• Ministry staff (n = 5 interviews);  
• BCCF staff (n = 5 interviews); 
• The Nature Trust and BC Wildlife Federation (n = 3 interviews)  

 2 of these partners were also project sponsors – for 3 of the selected 
projects in the sub-sample;  

• Project sponsors (n = 9 interviews); and, 
• Other program stakeholders – sponsors of projects not selected (n = 3 

interviews). 
 
The interviews covered all of the evaluation’s key issues and questions including: 
 

• Stakeholders comments/opinions on how well BCCC program components 
operated and what adjustments could be made to them. 

 
• The BCCC’s perceived influence on participants’ employment and employability 

with respect to entry level jobs in the environmental sector; and, 
 

A letter of introduction was emailed to potential respondents in advance (other than to 
BCCF and Ministry staff). Follow up phone calls were then made to each individual to 
conduct or schedule an interview. The interview guides developed for these interviews 
were sometimes sent potential respondents in advance of the interviews themselves. 
 
All interviews were conducted between March 6 and March 24, 2006. The Letter of 
Introduction and Interview Guide used for the partner/sponsor interviews are attached in 
Appendices C and D.  
 
3.0 Participant Feedback  
 
The participant feedback evaluation task comprised three sub-tasks: 
 

• Analysis of the BCCF participant database (an extract as of February 28, 2006); 
• An online focus group with eight participants who agreed to take part in it; and, 
• Telephone interviews with three 2005/06 participants who have since been hired 

by the MOE. 
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We were interested in participants’ comments on their satisfaction with the project they 
participated in, personal program outcomes and enhancement suggestions. 
 
Analysis of the BCCF Participant Database 
 
The BCCF participant database comprised: 

 
• 97 participant reports about their participation in Corps projects (employee 

project evaluations); 
• 138 sponsor/supervisor reports about the performance of the participants 

(employee evaluations); and, 
• descriptive information on 158 project/participant matches (e.g., region, 

participation start/end dates, etc.) 
 
The evaluation’s analysis of the BCCF participant database focussed on:  
 

• The BCCC’s influence on participants’ employment and employability with 
respect to entry level jobs in the environmental sector; and, 

 
• Participants comments/opinions on how well BCCC program components 

operated and what adjustments could be made to them. 
 
We conducted quantitative analysis of the employer evaluations of employees on criteria 
such as job knowledge/performance, attitude and health/safety. We coded the qualitative 
(multiple) responses in the employee project evaluations on topics such as skills 
acquired and overall impressions. These codes were then entered into SPSS and a 
frequency analysis conducted. 
 
Online Focus Group 
 
We conducted an online focus group with  eight21 of the 2005 BCCC participants. As a 
first step, the BCCF contacted some of the participants who took part in the 15 projects 
selected for the evaluation sub-sample to ask whether they would agree to be contacted 
by the evaluation. Among the 32 who agreed, we selected 15 (one from each project) 
and emailed them an invitation to participate in the focus group. The evaluation offered 
incentives ($25 per participant) to Corps members to encourage them to take part. 
 
We used Itracks to host the online focus group on Monday, March 20, 2006. The 
invitation e-mail was sent to participants on Thursday, March 9, 2006. Eleven of those 
invited replied that they would be interested in participating in the focus group. These 
eleven participants were then sent login information (Id and password) with a URL 
address to the focus group site a few days before the group. Confirmation emails were 
also sent to those who did not respond to receiving the log-in information. Three of the 
11 who were initially willing to participate did not take part – one was unable to connect 
at that time, one had something else come up and the third did not join in.  
 
Itracks online focus group facility is password protected. All participants, including the 
moderator, logged-in using a username and password. Participants were re-screened 
                                                 
21 . Please note that one of the participants who began the focus group subsequently experienced 
connection problems and left the online chat midway. 
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when they logged-in and greeted by a host. This ensured we knew who they were and 
helped them feel comfortable in the environment. The discussion took place in a chat 
area, controlled by the moderator. One other evaluation team member observed the 
group. A transcript of the group was available immediately after. 
 
Among the eight participants one individual who initially connected was unable to 
continue with the online chat due to technical problems and left the group midway.  
 
All eight participants (including the person who left midway) resided in all 5 regions 
around the province (plus one in Alberta), had worked on 8 different Corps projects, and 
comprised 4 females and 4 males.  
 
Please note that the Corps members who participated in the online focus group were 
relatively successful participants and had a higher recommended “rehire” rate in the 
participant’s database than the Corps members as a whole. Therefore, their views of the 
Corps may have been more positive than other participants. 
 
The email invitation and log-in text as well as the discussion guide used for the focus 
group are presented in Appendices E, F and G. 
 
MOE Hired Participant Interviews 
 
A few of the 2005 BCCC participants are presently working for the Ministry in auxiliary 
positions. The evaluation contacted three of these participants to ask for their feedback 
on how the program may have helped them to obtain these positions, and to what 
extent. These participants were identified during the database analysis phase and 
contacted/interviewed before the end of the fieldwork period. 
 
The interview guide used for these interviews is presented in Appendix H. 
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Appendix C – Stakeholder Interviews – Letter Of Introduction 
 
The Ministry of Environment is evaluating its BC Conservation Corps 
(BCCC) program. An independent research company, Tindall Consulting, has 
been contracted to perform this program evaluation. As Tindall 
Consulting will only be interviewing 15 project sponsors and program 
partners, your participation in this evaluation will be very important 
in helping us to improve the design of the Conservation Corps for the 
future.  
 
The evaluation's focus is on: 
* whether the program's design works as intended; 
* the extent to which the BCCC is effective and efficient; and, 
* what adjustments could be made to improve the program. 
 
We would like to arrange a short, 15-minute, telephone interview with 
you, to discuss your experiences with the BC Conservation Corps during 
its first year of operation (Feb 2005 to Jan 2006).  
 
Working on behalf of the Ministry, Tindall Consulting is bound by their 
contract to treat all information provided with the highest standards of 
confidentiality. In all cases, the information will be used to provide 
an overall perspective of how the program is being delivered. Data 
pertaining to individuals will not be released. 
 
I would like to express my appreciation in advance for your 
participation in this important evaluation. A researcher from Tindall 
Consulting will contact you some time in the next few days to arrange 
for a telephone interview with you.  
 
If you have any questions about the interview or require additional 
information, please do not hesitate to contact Tindall Consulting (Diana 
Tindall) at (604) 738-1867. For other inquiries, please contact Ben 
Finkelstein, Manager, BC Conservation Corps at (250)-356-7917.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Alan 
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Appendix D – Stakeholder Interviews – Interview Guide 
 
 
How did you first become aware of the Conservation Corps? Where did you go to get more information? 
Has this improved this year? 
 

- Probes - Were you able to get information quickly enough? Was it complete enough? What other 
information would you like to have been able to get? What other sources would you have liked to 
use? Has this changed between this/last year? 

 
 
What worked well/didn’t work well last year? For example re: 
 

- project development and selection 
- participant hiring/recruiting 
- participant training/orientation (by the program) 
- project start up activities 
- participant supervision and monitoring 
- follow up activities (if any) 

 
- Probes: why? How could it have been improved? 

 
 
 
Did your office (or division or organization) increase its capacity to conduct environmental work as a result 
of the BCCC? 
 

- Probes – If yes, how? If no, why not? 
 
 

 
Was the anticipated work of the project completed? 
 

- Probes – Why or why not? 
 

 
Was the project/work done: 

- collaboratively (with other MOE partners and/or with external partners) 
- partly using external (non-MOE) resources 
- using a results-based approach (identifying intended outcomes and monitoring their 

progress/completion) 
 
 
 
Did this project have a public awareness component to it? If yes, to what extent? How or why? 
 
If time: 
 
In your opinion, has the BCCC helped participants get (or improve their ability to get) entry level jobs in the 
environmental sector? 
 
Probes –  appropriate work experience, skills development/practice, contacts/networks, knowledge of 
government/MOE processes, refocused career plans, interested in being part of MOE pool of applicants, 
now working in the Ministry (entry level/auxiliary) 
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Appendix E – Online Focus Group – E-Mail Invitation 

 

Dear NAME, 

I understand that the BC Conservation Foundation recently contacted you about an 
evaluation of the BC Conservation Corps program our company is doing for the Ministry 
of the Environment. The evaluation’s focus is on: 

• whether the Corps is working as intended;  
• how effective and efficient the Corps is; and,  
• what changes could be made to improve the Corps.   

I would like to invite you to participate in an online chat with other past Conservation 
Corps members (7 or 8 people) in order to share your views on the Corps. The online 
chat will take place on MARCH 20 between 6:30 to 8:30 pm and those who take part 
will receive $25 as a token of our appreciation. 

In order to participate you will need to reply to this email stating that you are available 
and planning to take part (in the subject line of your reply e-mail please indicate 
your availability by writing “YES, I WILL PARTICIPATE or NO – I DECLINE”.) 

Please be assured that we adhere to the Freedom of Information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (FOIPP) and as such your opinion will remain confidential and in no way 
would influence the Ministry’s decision regarding any future application to the BC 
Conservation Corps Program. 

I hope that you decide to share your views with us, as your input will help the Ministry 
improve the design of the Corps for the future. 

I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

 
Diana Tindall 
Tindall Consulting 
E-mail:  
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Appendix F – Online Focus Group – Log In Text 
 
Dear #UserName#, 
 
Thanks again for agreeing to participate in our online focus about the BC Conservation 
Corps on Monday, March 20th.  In order to confirm your participation please reply to this 
email indicating that you have received this log-in information.  
 
It is recommended that you login to this group at least  
15 minutes prior to start time, in order to become  
accustomed to the environment.  If, for some reason, you  
experience technical difficulties at any point, please  
call our support number at 1-888-525-5026.  You will  
also find this number listed on the login page. 
 
At the bottom of this email you will find your Username,  
Password, and login URL necessary to join this group.   
 
Once you login, you will have a short form to fill out.   
After you have completed this form you will enter the  
Waiting Room Facility.  The technical support person will  
greet you here; feel free to ask them any questions you may  
have about the software or the process.  You can also chat  
with the other participants in the Waiting Room while you  
wait for the group to start. 
 
The focus group will take place on: 
 
Monday, March 20, 2006 
 
At: 6:45 PM PST - 8:00 PM PST (Pacific Standard Time - in BC) 
(Please note Log In will start at 6:30 pm, 15 minutes prior to the focus group start at 6:45 
pm.) 
 
A Username and Password have been automatically generated  
for you.  You will need to enter these when prompted: 
 
Login URL: http://www.itracks.com/webware 
 
Username: #UserName#  
Password: #Password# 
 
You have also been given a handle.  This is the name you  
will go by during the focus group and which will show up  
on the screen.  You cannot login with your handle: you  
must use the Username above to enter the facility. 
 
Your handle for this focus group is:   #Handle# 
(Please let me know in your confirmation reply if you would prefer to use a different 
handle.) 
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Your information will be used solely for this focus group and  
will not be sold or used for any other purpose.  
 
Thank you for your time, and we look forward to including  
your opinion in our evaluation. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Diana 
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Appendix G - Online Focus Group - Discussion Guide 
  
QID QText 

1.1 Welcome Page 
100 Welcome Page 
101 Hello everyone, my name is Diana and I'll be the moderator of today's 

discussion. <br><br>Before we start, I would like to thank you for agreeing to 
participate in this online focus group. 

102 We're going to get started soon, so if you need to use the facilities, check 
messages, etc. please feel free to do so now ... 

103 OK, looks like we have almost everyone here, so I'm going to go ahead and 
start bringing you into the focus group room ... 

104 Thanks for coming everyone. My name is Diana and I'll be the Moderator of 
today's discussion. 

105 As the moderator I will be posing questions for you to respond to in order to 
have a group discussion and exchange of ideas 

106 I've got a few guidelines for our chat that I need to go through real quick as we 
start here, and then we'll get into it. 

107 First, I wanted to let you know that one other person from our evaluation team 
is observing our chat, but no one from the BC Conservation Foundation or the 
Ministry of Environment. 

108 Please don't worry about spelling, typos or grammar. I'm shur we'll be abul 2 
figure out what your saying. <br>The key here is the quality of our discussion 
not whether you spelled every word correctly. 

109 Since this is the Internet, we might experience some turbulence. <br>If you 
get bumped off, just try logging back on. Reboot if necessary. <br>You can 
contact Tech Support at FGTechSupport@itracks.com <br>or call: 1-
888.525.5026 (select '2', then '1' when prompted) if all else fails. <br>Please 
jot these down in case we need them. 

110 Please don't worry about your typing speed. I want to hear from everyone, so 
take a minute to think about my questions, and then respond in as much detail 
as you would like. 

111 If the discussion seems to have moved on and your 'almost-finished' comment 
now seems somewhat out of place, please go ahead and finish it. 
<br><br>Also, take some time to read what others have said and respond to 
them, agree, disagree, etc. <br>I'll try to bring each topic to a close before we 
move on to the next one. 

112 For those of you who don't do a lot of chat, it just takes a moment to get used 
to it! 

113 Everyone still with me? 
114 Good, let's get started by introducing ourselves. <br>Please tell us <br> a bit 

about what kind of work you did with the Conservation Corps. 
200 Ok, thanks. The primary focus of this evening's discussion is the BC 

Conservation Corps. We'll be discussing a few topics -- some general and 
some specific, dealing with impacts, processes and improvements, etc. I will 
try to give you as much information as needed to help us have a good 
discussion.  

225 What advice would you give those applying to the Corps this year? 
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203 I'd like to start by asking how you first became aware of the BC Conservation 
Corps? 

204 Why were you initially interested in the Corps? 
205 Did your experience with the Corps help you with your career or educational 

goals? 
206 Did it provide you with 
207 Did it help you get career-related work experience? 
208 Did it help you learn new skills? 
209 Did it give you the chance to practice skills you already had? 
210 Did you find new career-related contacts - inside or outside MOE? 
211 Did you get references/reference contacts you can use when applying for 

future work - inside or outside MOE? 
212 Did you learn more about how MOE works or the work it does? 
213 Are you now more interested in working for MOE? 
214 Did it encourage you to change your career plans? 
215 Overall, do you feel that the Corps has improved your ability to get an entry 

level job in the environmental sector? 
216 How or why did they change? 
217 What worked best and worst about the way the Corps operated? 
218 How was applying for the positions? 
219 How was the training and orientation? 
220 How was the start up of the projects? 
221 How were your day-to-day work activities? 
222 How was the supervision or feedback you had while working? 
223 How was the work itself (variety, level of challenge, etc.)? 
224 Please take a moment to think about your experience last year.  What would 

be your wish list of enhancements to it? 
800 Your feedback this evening has been very helpful and we do appreciate it. 
801 Does anyone have any questions or comments about the discussion? 
802 Thank you everyone...Goodnight! 
803 To exit just close out your browser, thanks! 
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Appendix H – MOE Hired Participants – Interview Guide 
 
 
1. How did you first become aware of the Conservation Corps? Where did you go to get more information 
on it?  
 
 
2. Why were you initially interested in the Corps? 
 
 
3. Did your experience with the Corps contribute to your career or educational goals? If yes, how? 
(e.g., confirm, progress on, change) 
 
 
4. Did it provide you with: 
- career-related work experience? 
- new skills or knowledge? 
- the chance to practice skills you already had? 
- career-related contacts (networks) – within or outside MOE? 
- references/reference contacts you can use when applying for future work – within or outside MOE? 
- knowledge about how MOE works or the work MOE does? 
- an interest in working for MOE? 
- an interest in changing your career/educational plans? 
 
 
5. Overall, do you feel that the Corps has improved your ability to get an entry level job in the 
environmental sector? 
 
 
6. What worked well/didn’t work well about the way the Corps operated last year? For example, 
how was: 
 

- Applying for the positions 
- The training/orientation  
- The start up of the project 
- Your day-to-day work activities 
- The supervision and monitoring you had while working 
- The work itself (difficulty, diversity, etc.)  

 
- Probes: why? How could it have been improved? 

 
 
7. Please take a minute to think about your experience last year. What would be your wish list of 
enhancements to it? 
 
 
8. What advice would you give those applying for Conservation Corps positions this year? 
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Appendix I – Tips For Participants 
 
 

 Get started early, be very enthusiastic and give as much as you can… 
- “It can be overwhelming at first to jump into something you have never 

done before and be expected to make a difference so just hang in there 
and try hard”.  

- “Get ready for hard work and good fun… our work was quite physical but 
we were in fantastic settings all over the region.” 

 
 Attendance is very important to supervisors, so always be on time. 

 
 Prep and plan in advance as much as possible, but expect changes to work 

plans/schedules…remain flexible and remember that everything is a learning 
experience. 

 
 Problem solving is great, but ask questions from supervisors/mentors when you 

are unsure or stuck.  
 

 If you are unsure about your role/responsibility or the roles/responsibilities of 
others ask questions and get clarification early on. 

 
 Show initiative whenever possible. “A little extra effort can go a long way!” 

 
 Be positive when working with others. Teamwork is very important in this job and 

it can provide you with many great contacts (within the Ministry and outside).  
 

 There will be days of hectic work and days of quiet time. Enjoy each, as the 
balance turns out to be a good thing. 

 
 Always have health and safety in mind. The safety of yourself and the people 

around you. 
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Appendix J - Tips For Projects 
 
 

 Plan a diverse work experience for Ccorps participants – a mixture of routine 
work and more stimulating/scientific/career-related work.   

 
 Clearly define participants’ roles/responsibilities e.g., provide a document/outline 

of roles/responsibilities to participants at the start of the project. 
 

 Provide participants with sufficient orientation on the technical aspects of your 
project. Ensure a detailed workplan and schedule are available to them as soon 
as they start, including expectations around the technical standards will be 
required to meet. 

 
 Provide sufficient access to an office space (if necessary), computer, phone, etc 

Ensure the resources provided are up to date – current maps; recent/compatible 
softwares, suitable vehicles, etc. 

- Consider providing fuel cards to participants who use company vehicles– 
as one participant mentioned,” requiring employees to pay their own 
money and be reimbursed later assumes that people have the money to 
pay out. I ran into numerous financial nightmares this summer as I just 
didn’t have enough money. Part of this was rising fuel costs…” 

- Consider providing more than two uniforms to participants when the 
project involves intense physical work. 

- For projects in remote areas consider timesheet submission to be done 
via means other than computer (as access to computer may be difficult in 
remote areas). 

 
 Set in place regular (e.g., weekly) progress meetings between participants and 

mentors or project management staff to discuss activities completed, issues and 
solutions as they come up.  

 


